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We present a new solution method for a class of first order analytic difference
equations. The method yields explicit "minimal" solutions that are essentially
unique. Special difference equations give rise to minimal solutions that may be
viewed as generalized gamma functions of hyperbolic, trigonometric and elliptic
type-Euler's gamma function being of rational type. We study these generalized
gamma functions in considerable detail. The scattering and weight functions (u·
and w-functions) associated to various integrable quantum systems can be expressed in terms of our generalized gamma functions. We obtain detailed information on these u- and w-functions, exploiting the difference equations they satisfy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned both with the general theory of first order analytic difference equations (from now on AAEs) and with certain special functions that arise as solutions to AAEs of a
quite restricted type. As announced and partly detailed in our survey 1 and lectures, 2 among these
special functions are the weight functions and scattering amplitudes associated with relativistic
quantum integrable systems of Calogero-Moser type-which, in tum, for special parameter
0022-2488/97/38(2)/1069/78/$10.00
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choices reduce to functions occurring in various well-known infinite-dimensional integrable systems, such as the sine-Gordon theory, the XYZ chain and the ei~ht-verte~ model.
The first part of the paper (Sections II and III) does not mvolv~ mtegrable systems. To
describe the scope of the results obtained therein, we start from two quite elementary first order
A,1.lEs, namely,
M(w+ I)=cM(w),

w EC,

M(w+ l )=wM(w),

c EC*,

w EC.

(1.1)
(1.2)

Obviously, the first one is solved by the function exp(w Inc) and the second_ one by Euler's
gamma function f(w). These functions can be used as building blocks for solvmg AA Es of the
form

M(w+l)=Q(w)M(w),

wEC,

(1.3)

where Q(w) is a rational function of w. Indeed, any function of the form

(1.4)
satisfies ( 1.3) with Q( w) rational, and varying the parameters a, M, N, bj , ck , yields all rational
functions.
Suppose now that one can find meromorphic solutions to the AAE (1.3) for Q ( w) equal to the
Weierstrass er-function u( w;w,w') with w, - iw' E (O,co), and its trigonometric ( - i w' =co) and
hyperbolic ( w= oo) degenerations-the sine and sinh-functions. (The additional factor
cexp(aw 2) in the degenerate £T-functions is easily taken into account--one need only include a
factor exp(P(w)) with P( w) a third order polynomial.) Then the respective solutions
M 0 u(w),Mtrig(w) and Mhyp(w) can be used as building blocks to solve the AAE (1.3) with
Q( w) any elliptic function with periods 2 w,2w' or its trigonometric and hyperbolic counterparts,
resp. Indeed, any elliptic function Q(w) can be written in the form (1.4), with the exponential
replaced by a constant and f( w) by u( w), so a corresponding meromorphic solution M ( w) to
(l.3) is obtained by taking f-+Men in (1.4).
Among other things, this paper presents and studies special functions generalizing the gamma
function, which can be used as building blocks to solve ALlEs of the three types just described. In
one case the pertinent function is not really new-up to a constant and an exponential it amounts
to Thomae's q-gamma function. 3,4 For the other two cases, however, the corresponding generalized gamma functions are new, and turn out to have some quite remarkable properties. The
comprehensive study of these functions (to be found in Section III) constitutes one of the principal
results of this paper.
In order to sketch the setting from which our generalized gamma functions emerge, we begin
by pointing out that even when one restricts attention to functions Q(w) and solutions M(w) that
are meromorphic (as we do), there is an enormous ambiguity in the solution. Indeed, assuming
M ( w) is a solution and m ( w) any meromorphic function with period l, it is obvious that the
function m ( w )M ( w) is a solution as well. The importance of singling out solutions with special
properties is therefore evident.
In previous literature, the class of AL1Es to be studied-that is, the class of meromorphic
functions Q(w)-has been narrowed down by insisting that Q(w) have a special asymptotics for
Re w-+x. In particular, Norlund in his comprehensive monograph5 uses this prescribed asymptoti~s to construct the uniquely determined solution he refers to as the "Hauptlosung" (see also
Refs. 6-8).
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By contrast, the key requirement on Q(w) and M(w) we impose is a special asymptotics for
IIm w I-+ 00 , satisfied in particular for functions Q ( w) that are periodic in the imaginary direction.
As will transpire below, this leads to essentially the same solutions only for rational and hyperbolic Q(w), whereas Norlund's methods do not apply to the trigonometric and elliptic cases.
As a matter of fact, we have opted for a shift in the imaginary direction-in contrast to the
shift by 1 in the A6.E (1.3). This corresponds to the applications to integrable systems, and is also
convenient in view of our different requirements concerning asymptotics. Moreover, we shall treat
the step size as a variable, and we do not single out the positive or negative imaginary direction.
Thus our starting point is the A6.E

F(z + ia/2) = <l>(z)F(z- ia/2),

(1.5)

where <l>(z) is meromorphic, and where the step size a is an arbitrary positive number. Of course,
this A6.E is related by a scaling and a shift over half the step size to the A6.E (1.3), so all results
can be rephrased for (1.3)-at the expense, however, of cumbersome notation, which moreover
hides some symmetries that naturally emerge when the second convention is used.
We are now prepared to describe the organization and results of the paper in more detail.
Section II contains our general results on first order A6.Es. In Subsection II A we set the stage by
delineating the class of functions <l>(z) allowed in (1.5). As a first requirement, we insist on
<P(z) being free of zeros and poles in a strip IImzl<s, s>O. We denote such A6.Es as regular
AiiEs, and refer to solutions that are free of zeros and poles in the strip IIrnz I< s + a/2 as regular
solutions. The poles and zeros of a regular solution F(z) outside IIrnzl<s+a/2 are completely
determined by the poles and zeros of <I> ( z) outside IImz I< s, as easily follows from (1.5).
Regular A6.Es can be rewritten in the additive form

f(z + ia/2)-f(z- ia/2) = </J(z),

IImzl <s,

(1.6)

where </J(z) denotes (a suitable branch of) ln<l>(z). Thus the search for regular solutions to (1.5) is
reduced to finding solutionsf(z) to (1.6) that are analytic for IImzl<s+a/2. Using well-known
properties of the partial differential operator al az=ax + i ay and Runge' s approximation theorem,
it can be proved that such solutions exist. We shall not detail this, however, since the existence
arguments yield no information on the solution thus obtained. (An existence proof can be assembled from Ref. 9, for example.)
By contrast, the extra requirements we impose on <l>(z) (or equivalently c/J(z)) enable us to
construct explicit solutions, with special properties that render them essentially unique. Roughly
speaking, we require that </J(z) have at worst polynomial increase as IRez[-+oo, and construct
solutions f(z) with the same property, which are moreover regular (i.e., analytic for
IImz I< s + a/2). We refer to such solutions as minimal solutions: both their singularities and their
asymptotics for IRez I-+ oo are "best possible" -being enforced by the singularities and asymptotics of </J(z). Among other things, Theorem 11.1 entails the uniqueness up to a constant of
minimal solutions to the additive A6.E (1.6)-assuming they exist.
In Subsections II B and II C we study two classes of A6.Es that do admit minimal
solutions-as is shown by exhibiting a minimal solution via explicit formulas involving </J(x),x
E R. The key results are Theorem 11.2 and 11.5, resp. Theorem II.2 presupposes that </J(x) is an
L 1(R)-function, whose Fourier transform ~(y) is in L 1(R), too, and satisfies ~(y)=O(y) for
y-+0; its corollary Theorem II.3 handles functions that have these properties after taking a certain
number of x-derivatives. In Theorem II.5 it is assumed that cp(x) has period 7T!r,r>O, and its
zeroth Fourier coefficient vanishes; then Theorem II.6 handles functions cp(x) for which <P(k)
(x), k E N*, has these properties.
The arbitrary additive constant in a minimal solution to the AiiE (1.6) can and will be fixed
in the Fourier transform setting of Theorem II.2 by requiring that the solution go to 0 for x to 00 ;
in the Fourier series setting of Theorem II.5 it is fixed by requiring that the minimal solution
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(which is shown to be 7T/r-periodic) have vanishing zeroth Fourier coefficient. The unique solution f(a;z) thus obtained is given by (2.26) and (2.106), resp. From the identity (2.38) it then
follows that f(a;z) satisfies the addition formula (2.28) in both settings.
The solution f(a;z) has another illuminating feature: In both cases it satisfies
lim iaf(a;z)=l/;(z),

IImzl<s,

(1.7)

a LO

where l/;(z) is a primitive of </>(z). Therefore, iaf(a;z) may be viewed as a "generalized primitive" of </>(z). It should be noted that this feature is obviously compatible with the AAE (1.6), but
not a priori implied by it: In view of the huge multiplier ambiguity already discussed, the pertinent
limit typically does not exist for more general solutions.
Theorems II.4 and II.7 are concerned with the alO limit of minimal solutions to the AAE
(1.6) when </> is allowed to have a suitable a-dependence. At first sight, the assumptions may
appear very restrictive, but they can in fact be verified for the applications occurring in Section III.
The limit (1.7) may be viewed as a quite special consequence of these zero step size limit
theorems.
In Appendix A we derive various results that involve Euler's gamma function, not only as a
concrete illustration of the theory developed in Subsections II A and II B, but also to prepare the
ground for Section III, which is devoted to a study of generalized gamma functions. Below (1.4)
we have already delineated the three cases that will be considered in Section III. Since we employ
the AAE (1.5) and not the AAE (1.3), however, the trigonometric case turns into the hyperbolic
case and vice versa. Moreover, the Weierstrass u-function and its degenerations are traded for
close relatives, to which the theory of Section II applies. The resulting minimal solutions (rendered
unique in obvious ways) will be dubbed G-functions.
More specifically, Subsection III A deals with the hyperbolic G-function-the unique minimal solution to the AAE
G(z+ ia/2) =2ch( 7TZlb )G(z- ia/2),
that satisfies G(O)= 1 and IG(x)I= 1 for real x. Now it is
has the property that the quotient G(z+ ib/2)/G(z-ib/2)
at all obvious, though, that a solution exists for which
hyperbolic G-function does have this striking property: It
Ghyp(a,b;z)=exp ( i

('°dy (

Jo Y

sin2yz

2shayshby

b>O,

(1.8)

evident that any solution G(z) to (1.8)
is an ia-antiperiodic function. It is not
this quotient equals 2ch( 7TZI a). The
is given by

a~y))'

1Im2zl <a+ b,

(1.9)

and hence is manifestly symmetric under a+->b.
We present our results on the hyperbolic G-function in seven propositions. Proposition IIl.1
deals with the three elementary AAEs to which G is a minimal solution, and Prop. 111.2 details
various automorphy properties. As already noted above, the poles and zeros of a regular solution
to (1.5) readily follow from those of<f>(z); similarly, residues at simple poles can be determined
in terms of <f>(z). This is worked out for Ghyp in Prop. III.3. An important dichotomy first emerges
here: When a/b is an irrational number, all poles and zeros are simple, whereas for rational
al b this is not the case.
Since Ghyp(z) is a minimal solution, its logarithm is polynomially bounded for IRezl->oo and
IImzl~a/2. For the case at hand, the precise asymptotics can be explicitly determined by comparison to the case a= b. (This case has special features that render it more accessible.) Proposition III.4 presents the details; the restriction on IImzl is readily lifted by exploiting the AAE (1.8).
From the representation (1.9) it is already clear that for fixed z in the strip 1Im2zl<a+b the
G-function is real-analytic on (O,oo) in the parameters a and b. In Prop. IIl.5 we prove that G
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actually extends to a function that is meromorphic in a,b and z, as long as the quotient b/a stays
away from the negative real axis. This readily follows from a representation for the G-function in
terms of an infinite product of gamma functions. To control the convergence of this product, some
estimates on Laplace transforms assembled in Appendix B are crucial.
The latter estimates are also exploited in proving that a renormalized version of the hyperbolic
G-function converges to the gamma function when one takes a= 1 and lbl-+O in any sector
IArgbl ~x.x E [0,7T). This is detailed in Prop. III.6. Two more zero step size limits are obtained
in Prop. III. 7. In the latter context the limit has branch cuts on the imaginary axis that arise from
a confluence of zeros and poles.
Before turning to a sketch of Subsection III B, we would like to mention that Ghyp is not only
the key building block for the hyperbolic scattering and weight functions of Subsections IVA and
VA, but also for our recent generalization of Gauss' hypergeometric function 2F 1. In this context
Ghyp plays the role of the gamma function in the Barnes representation for 2 F 1-except that the
generalization is far more symmetric. For 2 F 1 the symmetry is broken, since a step size is taken to
zero that leads to the two quite different limiting functions of Propositions III.6 and IIl.7 (cf. Ref.
2, Subsection 6.3, and papers to appear).
In Subsection III B we study the elliptic G-function, which is given by
00

Geu(r,a,b;z)=exp ( i

2:
n=l

sin2nrz

)

2 nshn ras h nr b ,

1Im2z\<a+b,

(l.10)

along the same lines as its hyperbolic counterpart (1.9). It is not obvious, but true that Gell is a
minimal solution to an ALiE of the form
G(z+ ia/2)

.
---.-- = exp(c 0 + c 1z+ c 2z 2 )0"(z+ ib/2; 1Tl2r,zb/2),
G(z-za/2)

(1.11)

where a denotes the Weierstrass O"-function. Thus it can be used as a building block to solve the
ALi E ( 1.5) with <I> ( z) an elliptic function-as already discussed above.
As it turns out, it is quite convenient to trade the O"-function (}'(z; 1T!2r,ia/2) for a closely
related function s(r,a;z) (2.89). The latter function is odd and 7T/r-antiperiodic in z, and has
limits r- 1 sinrz and 7Ta- 1sh7Ta- 1z for ajco and r10, cf. (2.90) and (2.92), resp. Similarly, the
function arising on the rhs of (l.11) will be denoted R(r,b;z). In view of (1.10) it is given
explicitly by

R(r,b;z) =exp ( -

"' cos2n rz)
nshnrb '

~1

\Im2z\<b,

(1.12)

so it is even and 77/r-periodic in z. Most of the propositions in Subsection III B may be viewed as
generalizations of hyperbolic counterparts, since one has
lim exp( 7T 2 !6rb )R(r,b;z) = 2ch( 7TZlb)

(l.13)

rio

and
lim exp( 7T 2 z/6irab )Ge11 (r,a ,b;z) = Ghyp(a,b;z),

(1.14)

r 10

cf. Prop. III.12.
.
· Gf
· · ·
b
Subsection III C concerns the trigonometric case. Our tngonometnc - unction is given Y
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"'

e2inrz

)

""'
G trig ( r,a;z ) =exp ( '~'
2nshnra ,

Imlz>-a,

(1.15)

and can be obtained as a limit of the elliptic G-function, viz.,
Gtrig(r,a;z) = limG en(r,a,b;z - ib/2).

(l.16)

bToo

In this case the elementary A6.E satisfied by the G-function reads
G(z+ia/2)
.
- - - - = l - e 2 irz.
G(z-ia/2)

(1.17)

Since the rhs has zeros on the real axis, this is not a regular ALlE. However, any shift
z-+z+ip,p>O, yields a regular AAE, to which the (shifted) G-function is a minimal solution.
Propositions III.14-III.19 concern various properties of the G-function that are quite easily
obtained from the series representation (1.15) or the product representation

"'

Gtrig(r,a;z)=

Jl

1
l-exp(2irz-(2m- l)ar) ·

(1.18)

Proposition III.20, however, involves more work. Here, we prove that a renormalized version of
Gtrig converges to the gamma function for r 10.
Fixing a>O, it is clear from (1.18) that Gtrig(r,a;z) extends to a meromorphic function of
r and z, as long as r stays in the right half plane. But one cannot solve the hyperbolic ALlE,
obtained from (1.17) upon taking r-+i7Tlb,b>O, by making use of the trigonometric
G-function. By contrast, one is allowed to take b-+i1r/r,r>O, in the hyperbolic G-function,
yielding the trigonometric function 2cosrz on the rhs of (1.8). Accordingly, the quotient of the
renormalized versions of Ghyp(l,i7r/r;z) and Gtrig(r,l;z) (both of which converge to the gamma
function as rl 0) is a quite nontrivial i-periodic function, cf. (3.171)-(3.173).
Just as in Subsections III A and III B, the last proposition of Subsection III C deals with two
zero step size limits; once again, a confluence of zeros and poles gives rise to branch cuts. The
subsection is concluded by detailing the relation of our trigonometric G-function to the
q-gamma function.
We continue by sketching the physical setting in which the scattering and weight functions
u(z) and w(z) of Sections IV and V, resp., arise. These functions are associated to relativistically
invariant integrable generalizations 10•11 of the nonrelativistic Calogero-Moser N-particle quantum
systems. 12 The dynamics of these relativistic systems belongs to a commutative algebra generated
by N independent commuting analytic difference operators. The step size in these difference
operators is inversely proportional to the speed of light c, and for c---+oo the commuting difference
operators converge to commuting differential operators.
Now a factorized product of u-functions is expected to encode the asymptotics of the diagonalizing joint eigenfunction transform, whereas a factorized product of w-functions can be used to
transform the difference operators and eigenfunctions to an especially convenient form. In particular, in the trigonometric case the transformed eigenfunctions amount to Macdonald' s
q-Jacobi multivariable AN- I polynomials, and the product of weight functions yields the function
with respect to which the polynomials are orthogonal (cf. Ref. 2, Subsection 6.2 and references
given there). (This is why w(z) is referred to as a "weight function.")
The key point is now that u(z) and w(z) solve first order AAEs to which the theory developed
in Sections II and III applies. In fact, in suitable parameter regimes u(z) can be characterized as
the unique minimal solution satisfying u(O)=l and \u(x)\=l for real x, whereas a reduced
weight function wr(Z) (closely related to w(z)) can be characterized in a similar way. It would
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take us too far afield to explain here how these ALlEs (which are specified in Sections IV and V)
emerge from the difference operators and their eigenfunctions. Instead, we refer to Ref. 1, p. 187,
and Ref. 2, Subsection 4.3, for a derivation of the AA Es satisfied by u(z) and w(z), resp. (See
also our forthcoming paper. 13)
From the viewpoint of special function theory, the u- and w-functions are just simple combinations of the G-functions from Section III: Both functions are of the form
G( · · ·) G(" · · )/ G(" · ·) G(" · ·). The pertinent combinations, however, turn out to have quite remarkable properties, which reflect their origins in the context of analytic difference operators and
eigenfunction transforms.
We study the functions u(z) and w(z) along similar lines, once more handling the hyperbolic,
elliptic and trigonometric cases successively. In each case we first define the relevant function in
terms of G-functions, read off some automorphy properties, and introduce some associated functions and/or parameter regimes. Then we study the functions in relation to the elementary AAEs
they obey. As it happens, there is an additional elementary AAE pertaining to a parameter (essentially the coupling constant in the integrable system picture), which makes it possible to
express u(z) and w(z) in terms of products of s-functions (i.e., sh( · ),s( ·) and sin(·), resp.) for
certain parameter values. In the hyperbolic and elliptic cases, these values are in fact dense in the
parameter space.
After obtaining these elementary representations for special parameters, we return to the
general case and derive various representations of a different character. At the end of each subsection we obtain a number of limits, whose existence is suggested by the formal limiting behavior
of the difference Hamiltonians. Quite a few of these limits may be physically interpreted as
nonrelativistic limits. For the scattering functions we also derive limits that may be viewed as
classical limits. The zero step size results of Sections II and III are the main tools in controlling
most of the limits-in particular the classical limits.
To conclude this introduction, we would like to point out that our results entail a great many
nontrivial identities. As a rule, these identities are not spelled out: they follow from different
representations for the same function. To be sure, quite a few of these formulas can be assembled
via elementary identities-one may even assert that this is precisely what we have done in this
paper. But this hindsight wisdom obscures what we view as the basic reason underlying most of
the identities, namely, the uniqueness of minimal solutions to first order A.:lEs that admit such
solutions.
To render the previous paragraph more concrete, we add an example. The sine-Gordon specialization of the u-function from Subsection IV A has been known in terms of the integral (4.30)
for almost two decades (cf. Ref. 14 and references given there). Specifically, using our conventions, this S-matrix element reads

(f y

u( 'lT,a, 'lTl2;z) =exp i

00dy sh( a- 'lT!2)y .
)
eh(
7Ty/2)sha/m2yz
,
0

iim2zi<d,

(1.19)

with d given by (4.32). (In point of fact, the integral occurred even earlier as a partition function
of the six-vertex model, cf. Ref. 15.) Nevertheless, the result (4.28), expressing (l.19) as an
elementary function for the dense set (4.27) of a-values, is new. For a<'lT the resulting iden~ty
can be verified directly by noting that the rhs of (4.28) is a minimal solution to the AAE (4.6) with
o= - , a+ = 'lT and a_= a, which moreover has value 1 and modulus 1 for z =0 and z real, resp.,
just as (1.19).
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11. GENERAL RESULTS ON ANALYTIC DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

A. Preliminaries
As announced in the Introduction, we are concerned with A.6.Es of the form
F(z+ia/2)
F(z-ia/2) =<l>(z),

(2.1)

a>O,

where <l>(z) is a function that is meromorphic in C (briefly: meromorphic). We shall call a
function F(z) a solution to (2.1) if and only if F(z) is meromorphic in a strip IImzl<s+a/2,s
e (O,oo), and F(z) satisfies (2.1) for IImzl<s.
The first thing to note is that any solution thus defined extends to a meromorphic function.
Indeed, one can extend F(z) upwards strip by strip via
k

F(z+ika)=

II

<l>(z+(j-112)ia)·F(z),

IImzl~a/2,

(2.2)

1
1 <l>(z-(j-1!2 )ia) ·F(z),

IImzl~a/2.

(2.3)

j=l

and downwards via

JJ
k

F(z-ika)=

Clearly, the quotient of two solutions to (2.1) is an ia-periodic meromorphic function.
Whenever <l>(x+ iy),x,y e R, converges to 1 for y-+oo, uniformly for x varying over arbitrary
compact subsets of R and sufficiently fast, the infinite product
00

1

(2.4)

F+(z)=Jli <l>(z+(j-l/2)ia)

defines a solution to (2.1). We shall refer to F + as the upward iteration solution. It is readily seen
that it is the only solution satisfying F(x+iy)-+I for y-+oo. Similarly, the downward iteration
solution
00

(2.5)

F_(z)=Il <l>(z-(j-1/2)ia)
j=l

exists provided <l>(x+ iy)-+ 1 for y-+ -oo (uniformly on x-compacts and sufficiently fast), and is
the unique solution satisfying F(x+ iy)-d for y-> -co.
Consider, for example, the ALiEs with right-hand sides
<l>,(z)=chz,

<l>2(z)= 1-exp(iz-s),

<1> 3 (z)= 1-exp(iz+s),

s>O.

(2.6)

In the first case no iteration solution exists, whereas in the second and third cases F + exists, but
F _ does not.
Our main interest is in A.LiEs (or, equivalently, meromorphic functions <l>(z)) that admit
solutions with special properties in the strip !Imzl~a/2. Specifically, we shall restrict attention
from now on to meromorphic functions <l>(z) that have no poles and zeros in a strip !Imzi<s.
Such functions and the associated ALiEs (2.1) will be called regular. A solution to a regular A.LiE
will be called regular iff it has no poles and zeros in IImzl ~a/2. In view of (2.2) and (2.3) it then
actually has no poles and zeros in !Imzl<s+a/2. Clearly, the quotient of two regular solutions is
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an ia-periodic nowhere vanishing entire function. Note that the three A~s defined by (2.6) are all
regular; in the second case F + is regular, whilst in the third case F + is not (it has a pole in the set
ia/2[ -1,1]).

It should be noticed that a regular solution is ''maximally analytic,'' in the sense that it is free
of poles and zeros in the strip Ilmz Ie;; a/2; its poles and zeros outside the latter strip are then
determined by the A~ (2.1), and can be read off from (2.2) and (2.3), whenever the poles and
zeros of <l>(z) are known. We shall be primarily concerned with a restricted type of AAE, which
admits regular solutions that are "minimal." To define this notion, we observe that a regular
solution F(z) to (2.1) admits a one-valued analytic logarithm in !Imzl<s+a/2. We call F a
minimal solution iff lnF(z) is polynomially bounded in IImzl e;;a/2. That is, there exist c ,d>O and
k E N such that
llnF(z) I< c +

dlzlk,

'v' z e {IImzie;;a/2}.

(2.7)

Takingz=x e Rin(2.l),wededuce
J<l>(x)i8<exp(2c+2dlxlk),

'v'xER,

8=±1.

(2.8)

Thus, <l>(z) must satisfy (2.8) for minimal solutions to exist.
To show that Ali.Es admitting minimal solutions are by no means exceptional, let g(z) be any
meromorphic function that is analytic in Ilrnz I < s + a/2 and polynomially bounded in
IIrnzle;;a/2. Then the AAE with rhs <l>(z)=exp(g(z+ia/2)-g(z-ia/2)) admits a minimal solution, viz., F(z) = exp(g(z)). It is also to be noted that the right-hand side functions <l> (z) of (2.1)
that admit minimal solutions form a group: If F(z) is a minimal solution to (2.1), then l/F(z) is
a minimal solution to (2.1) with <I> ....... 1/<l>, and if F 1 ,F2 are minimal solutions to A~s (2.1) with
rhs <1> 1 ,<1> 2, resp., then F(z)=F 1(z)F 2(z) is a minimal solution to (2.1) with
<I> (z) = <l> 1(z)<l>2(z).
A minimal solution is not only maximally analytic (since it is regular by definition), but also
has the slowest increase to oo and/or decrease to 0 for Rez--* ± oo in the strip IImz Ie;; a/2 that is
compatible with (2.1). This will be clear from the following theorem, which shows, moreover, that
minimal solutions have "minimal ambiguity."
Theorem 11.1: Assume that the meromorphic function <l>(z) is regular and satisfies (2.8). Let
F 1 (z) and F 2 (z) be minimal solutions to the AAE (2.1). Then there exist C e C* and l E Z such
that

F 1(z)IF 2 (z) = Cexp(27rlzla).

(2.9)

If F 1(z)

and F 2 (z) are bounded away from 0 and oo on R, then one has l=O in (2.9). If <l>(z) is
even, then for all minimal solutions F(z) the function F(z)F(- z) is constant. Jf<l>(O) = 1 and the
function <l>(z)<I>(- z) equals 1, then for any minimal solution F(z) there exists k e Z such that
exp(27Tkz/a)F(z) is an even minimal solution.
Proof" Since F 1 and F 2 are minimal, they are a fortiori regular. Therefore, F1(z)IF2(Z) is an
ia-periodic entire function q(z) without zeros. Hence there exists l e Z such that the function
q 0 (z)=q(z)exp(-27Tlz/a) has zero winding number around 0 as z goes from z 0 to zo+ia.
To prove that q 0 (z) is constant, we note that it can be written exp[r(z)], with r(z) an
ia-periodic entire function. Since F 1 and F 2 are minimal, r(z) is polynomially bounded:
(2.10)
It is not hard to see that this entails constancy of r(z). {Indeed, we can, for instance, argue as
follows. Since r(z) is ia-periodic and entire, it can be written ~nezCnwn=s(w), where
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w=exp(2m/a), and where the series converges fo~ w E C*. In view of the bound (2:10}, the
function ws(w) has limit o for w-+0, so it is analytic at w=O. Hence, cn=O for n<O. Similarly,
since (2.IO) entails s(w)hv-+0 for w-+x, we deduce c,,=O for
We have now proved the first assertion (2.9). The seco~d one 1s the~ clear from (2.9). Now
assume cf>(z) is even and F(z) is a minimal solution. Consider the funct10n G(z)== l/F(-z). It

n:o.)

satisfies
G(z+ial2) _ F(-z+~a/2) =<l>(-z)=<l>(z),
G(z- ia/2) F( - z- za/2)

(2.11)

so it is a solution, too. From minimality of F one easily deduces minimality of G, so (2.9) entails
there exists f E
such that F(z)/G(z)= Cexp(211lz/a). But the function on the lbs equals
F(z)F(-z) and hence is even. Therefore, we have l=O and the third assertion follows.
To prove the last assertion, consider the function H(z) = F( - z). It satisfies

z

H(z+ia/2)
H(z-ia/2)

----=

F(-z-ia/2)
if..(
)-if..( )
= l/'*' -z - ' ! ' z '
F(-z+ia/2)

(2.12)

and so it is a second minimal solution. Thus we must have F( - z) = Cexp(211lz/a)F(z). Putting
z=O yields C=I and putting z=ia/2 yields (-) 1<l>(O)=l, so that l is even. But then
exp(211kz/a)F(z) with k = l/2 is an even minimal solution.
D
Thus far, we have been dealing with meromorphic ALlEs of the multiplicative form (2.1). To
study these in more detail and, in particular, to construct minimal solutions, it turns out to be
convenient to also consider A.:lEs of the additive form

f(z+ ia/2)-f(z-ia/2)= <f;(z),

a>O.

(2.13)

Here, </;(z) is assumed to be meromorphic in a strip IImzl <s, s E (O,x ), and we restrict attention
to functions f(-;:,) that are meromorphic in the strip IImzl <s + a/2 and that satisfy (2.13) for
IImzl <s; the term "solution to (2.13)" will be used only for such functions. The function
cp(::.) and the associated ALlE (2.13) will be termed regular iff <f;(z) is analytic in IImz\<s, and
a solution f(z) to a regular A.:lE will be called regular iff f(z) is analytic in IImz\ < s + a/2.
Obviously, taking logarithms of a regular ALlE of the multiplicative form (2.1) leads to a
regular A,:lE of the additive form (2.13). Since the meromorphic function <l>(z) may have zeros
and/or poles for \Imz\~s, its logarithm may have branch points for IImzl~s. Such branch points
are irrelevant for studying the ALl.E (2.1 ), and therefore we restrict attention to the strip
IImz\<s in the additive case.
The above-mentioned notions and results connected to (2.1) have obvious analogs for (2.13).
In particular, a regular solution f(z) to a regular AAE (2.13) will be termed minimal iff it is
polynomially bounded in IIrnzl~a/2, and a necessary condition for the existence of minimal
solutions is that t/J(z) be polynomially bounded on R Of course, in the additive case two minimal
solutions can only differ by a constant, cf. the proof of Theorem II. I.
Let us now compare the above to the older literature on first order ALlEs, cf. in particular
Refs. 5-8. Here, one usually considers additive ALlEs of the form
u(w+l)-u(w)=b(w).

(2.14)

Of course, these are essentially equal to (2.13), as follows by making the change of variables

z=ia(w+ 1/2) in (2.13). But these different conventions reflect a different emphasis. Indeed, our
main interest is in the behavior of </;(z) and associated solutions in the strip IIrnzl~a/2; in
particular, we shall obtain representations for minimal solutions that hold true in this strip, cf. the
next two subsections.
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By contrast, Norlund5 singles out the "principal solution" (Hauptlosung) to (2.14) by imposing conditions on b(w) for Rew-too; accordingly, his principal solution can be characterized
among all other solutions by its having the slowest possible increase for Rew-too. The principal
solution equals the obvious iteration solution to (2.14) whenever b( w) goes to 0 sufficiently fast
for Rew--t 00 , but it can be defined for larger classes of right-hand sides by modifying the iteration,
cf. Zoe. cit. Chapters 3 and 4. As we have already seen [cf. 4> 3 (z) in (2.6)], an iteration solution
need not be regular, and so, a fortiori, it need not be minimal. Moreover, minimality concerns the
asymptotics for Imw--t ± oo, and not Rew-+ ± oo.
If one writes the hyperbolic and elliptic ALlEs occurring below (for which we construct
minimal solutions) in the form (2.14), then Norlund's conditions are violated, and no principal
solution exists. On the other hand, Norlund's conditions allow right-hand side functions </>(z) in
(2.13) that are not polynomially bounded on R; in that case, (2.13) does not admit minimal
solutions. For the regular trigonometric and rational ALlEs occurring below, both Norlund's and
our solution methods apply, and the principal solution is then a minimal solution. Our Fourier
series representation for the trigonometric case is however very different from the representations
for the principal solution occurring in Ref. 5.
B. Fourier transform solutions

In this subsection we obtain minimal solutions to a large class of ALIBs by exploiting Fourier
transformation on L 2 (R). (This class contains the ALlEs that occur in the hyperbolic context, cf.
the Introduction.) Our normalization reads

~
'lr(y)=
-I
2'1T

f"'

.

(2.15)

dx'lr(x)e 1xy

-oc

so that
(2.16)
Of course, we may and will use the definition (2.15) for 'It e L 1(R), too; in this case, recall
qr(y)--tO for y-+ ± oo (Riemann-Lebesgue lemma). We also have occasion to use the distributional Fourier transform

i'IT ('ITZ)
- '
J dye-2iyzp--=--th
a
a
oo

-oc

•

1
shay

!Imz!<a/2,

(2.17)

where p denotes the principal value. (This formula can be verified by a straightforward contour
integration.)
.
.
Theorem 11.2: Assume <f>(z) is a function with the following properties:
<f>(z) is analytic in a strip \Imz\<s,s e (0, 00 ),

(2.18)

cf>(x) eL 1(R),

(2.19)

~(y) eL 1(R),

(2.20)

~(y) = O(y ),y-+O.

(2.21)

Then the All.E
f(z+ia/2)-f(z-ia/2)=

</>(z),

a>O,

!Imz!<s,
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has a unique solution f(a;z) such that
f(a;z) is analytic in the strip IImzJ<s+a/2,

(2.23)

f(a;z) is bounded in the strip Jirnzl~a/2,

(2.24)

lim f(a;x+it)=O,

t e [-a/2,a/2].

(2.25)

x-+±o:i

Explicitly, this solution can be written as
f(a;z)=

f"'

~( 2 Y)

dy--e
-oo
shay

-2iyz

,

JlmzJ~a/2,

(2.26)

or as
f(a;z)= -21.
za

f"'

7r
du<f>(u)th-(z-u),

a

-oo

JimzJ<a/2.

(2.27)

It satisfies the addition formula

t( ~;z) =~1
If <f>(z)
<f>(x),x e

f( a;z+

~: (k+ l -2j)).

(2.28)

is even/odd, then f(a;z) is odd/even. Finally, let lf!(x) be the following primitive of

R:
(2.29)

Then one has

(2.30)

limiaf(a;z)= l/l(z)
a->O

uniformly on compact subsets of the strip IImz I< s.
Proof" First we prove uniqueness. Thus, let d(z) be the difference of two solutions to (2.22)
with properties (2.23)-(2.25). Then d(z) is an analytic function in IImzl<s+a/2, satisfying
d(z+ia/2)=d(z-ia/2) for IImzl<s. Therefore, d(z) extends to an ia-periodic entire function.
By virtue of (2.24), d(z) is bounded in the period strip Jirnzl ~a/2, so d(z) is constant in view of
Liouville's theorem. On account of (2.25) this constant equals 0, so uniqueness follows.
Next, we use (2.19) and (2.21) to infer that the function 4>(2y)lshay is bounded and satisfies

(2.31)
Thus, defining a functionf(z) by the rhs of (2.26), it is clear thatf(z) is analytic in IImzJ<a/2
and thatf(x+it) converges to 0 for x-+±oo and Jtl<a/2. Moreover, using also (2.20), we infer
that the functions
( )=
b ±x

f"'
-oo

d

y J,(h Y) e ±aye -2iyx ,
s ay
2

xeR,

are continuous and vanish at ±co, and that we have
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(2.33)

uniformly on JR.
Now consider the auxiliary function
A (z)

=f(z- ia/2) + </>(z).

(2.34)

Clearly, A(z) is analytic in the strip
S + ={z E

CIImz E (0, y)},

y=min(s,a),

(2.35)

and A(x+ i E) converges to b _(x) + </>(x) as clO, uniformly for x in compact subsets of R. But
from (2.32) we have

h+(x)-b_(x)=2

f~"' dyJ>(2y)e-2iyx= ef>(x),

(2.36)

so this boundary value is equal to b +(x). On the other hand, the function f(z + ia/2) is analytic in
the strip Imz E ( - a,O) and converges uniformly on R to b +(x) as Imzf 0. Consequently, we may
invoke Pain!eve' s lemma to deduce that f(z + ia/2) extends to an analytic function in
Imz E ( - a, y), which coincides with A ( z) when z E S + . That is, the AAE (2.22) holds true for

z ES+.
We may now exploit (2.22) for z E S + to deduce that f(z) extends to an analytic function in
IImzl<s+a/2. Since the functions f(x±ia/2) equal b::(x), they converge to 0 for x-+:too.
Moreover, recalling the definition of f(z), we obtain

if(z)[~ f"'
-oo

dy

i4>C 2y)[ ealYI,

Ishay I

IImz[~a/2,

(2.37)

and in view of (2.20) and (2.21) the rhs is finite. Therefore, the rhs of (2.26) defines a solution to
(2.22) with the properties (2.23)-(2.25).
Next, we prove (2.27). Replacing the integral in (2.26) by a principal value integral, and the
functions 4> and J> in (2.27) and (2.26) by a Schwartz space function x and its Fourier transform
resp., the equality of the resulting integrals is clear from (2.17) and the Plancherel relations.
Since S( [{) is dense in L 1 (R), we deduce (2.27) from (2.26).
The function at the rhs of (2.28) obviously solves (2.22) with a replaced by a!k. Since it also
has the properties (2.23)-(2.25) that uniquely determinef(a/k;z), we obtain (2.28). Alternatively,
(2.28) follows directly from the representation (2.26) by using the elementary identity

x,

k
J~I

.
ay
exp ( k(k+ 1-21) )

sh(ay)

= sh(aylk).

(2.38)

The parity assertion can be read off from both of the representations (2.26) and (2.27).
It remains to prove the last assertion. To this end we first observe that the representation (2.27)
entails that (2.30) holds true pointwise for z=x E JR. Next, we use the bound (2.37) and the
assumptions (2.20) and (2.21) to infer that the function af(a;z) remains bounded by an
a-independent constant in the strip [lmz[~a/2 as a__,O. By iteration of the AAE (2.22) we now
deduce that af(a;z) remains bounded in compact subsets of the strip [Imz[<s as a__,O. ThereD
fore, the last assertion follows from Vitali's theorem.
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For our purposes the conditions (2.18)-(2.21) on </>(z) are sufficiently weak. In general,
however, the conditions (2.20) and (2.21) may be difficult to check. Requiring solely (2.18) and
(2.19), the rhs of (2.27) defines a functionf(z) that is clearly analytic in the strip IIrnzl<a/2 and
that satisfies
lim f(x±it)= ±~
1
za

x~ :;tee

J"" du<f>(u),

t e (-a/2,a/2).

(2.39)

-oo

We conjecture that this function is in fact a solution to (2.22) satisfying (2.23) and (2.24).
Returning to the assumptions of the theorem, let us note that (2.21) entails that the primitive
i/t(x) (2.29) vanishes at ±oo. Thus, writing </J(u) = r// (u) in the representation (2.27), and integrating by parts, we obtain the formula
1T

f(a;z)=~
2.
IQ

f"'
-co

du

i/t(u)

IImzl<a12.

1T

(2.40)

ch 2 -(z-u)
a

Comparing this representation to Eq. (14) in Chapter 4 of Norlund's monograph, 5 one sees that the
solutionf(a;z) and Norlund's principal solution differ only by a constant whenever </>(z) satisfies
not only the assumptions of Theorem II.2, but also the various restrictions that Norlund needs for
his principal solution to exist and admit the representation (14) in Zoe. cit. (As already mentioned,
his assumptions on </>(z) are quite different from ours, cf. the discussion after (2.14).)
It is also of interest to observe that the assumptions (2.19)-(2.21) entail that 4'(y) is an
L 2(R)-function in the domain of the unbounded self-adjoint multiplication operator l/sh( ay/2).
From this point of view the function f(a;x),x e R, given by (2.26), is the obvious
L2(R)-solution to (2.22) with z e R, reinterpreted as a Hilbert space equation. (Indeed, the function f(a;y)-being equal to ~(y)/2sh(ay/2)-is i_n the domain of multiplication by
exp(±ay/2) .)
We proceed by generalizing the above key result Theorem II.2. We shall detail this generalization in the multiplicative context (2.1); the additive version will be clear from this.
Theorem II.3: Assume <l>(z) is a meromorphic function that has no poles and zeros in the
stripJimzl<sforsomes e (0,oo).Setting

(2.41)

assume there exists k e N* such that </>(z)=</Jk(z) satisfies (2.18)-(2.21). Then the Afl.E
F(z+ia/2)
F(z-ia/2) =<l>(z)

(2.42)

admits minimal solutions. Any minimal solution can be written as
F(z) =exp(e(z) + P(z) ),

(2.43)

where
e(z)=

J

4'(2y)
(
k-l(-2i
dy--(-2iy)-k e-1iyz_
YZ
-co
shay
i=O
j!
oo

L

)i)

and
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k

P(z)=L cizi/j!,
j=O

c0 ,

.•.

,ckeC.

(2.45)

The coefficients c2, ... ,ck are uniquely determined, whereas c 1 is uniquely determined
mod 2TTla.
Proof Consider the A~Es

fi(z+ial2)-f 1(z-ia/2)=</J 1(z),

l=O, ... ,k.

(2.46)

By virtue of Theorem II.2 the function

-f""

f k (z )=

-oo

d y4'<2y)
- - e -2iy::: ,
sbay

/Imz/~a/2,

(2.47)

admits an analytic continuation to /lmz /< s + a/2 and satisfies (2.46) with l = k. Introducing
(2.48)
we infer that the rhs of the resulting equation

fk-1 (z + ia/2)- h-1 (z- ia/2) = iack+

J

z+ia/2

dsfk(s)

(2.49)

z-ia/2

equals <Pk-i(z) for a suitable choice of ck [since its z-derivative equals </Jk(z)]; specifically, we
may and will choose ck such that

(2.50)
Proceeding recursively, we obtain functionsfk(z).fk-i(z), ... ,J0 (z) related by

(2.51)
with c1 given by
1 ( </> 1- 1(0)c,=-:la

Jia/2
-ia/2

)

dsf1(s) ,

l= 1, ... ,k.

(2.52)

Thenf1(z),l e {O, ... ,k}, is analytic in /Imzi<s+a/2 and is a minimal solution to (2.46). Moreover, from (2.51) and (2.47) one easily sees thatf0 (z) equals the sum of e(z) and a polynomial of
degree ~k. The proof can now be completed by invoking Theorem 11.1.
D
In Appendix A we show (among other things) how the above results can be used to arrive at
the psi and gamma functions, and derive various salient features along the way. Here, we add two
applications exemplifying the above, yielding identities we have occasion to use later on. First,
consider the function
F(z)

'tr

7TZ

a

a

=cthz- -cth-.

It satisfies the AaE
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F(z + ia/2)- F(z- ia/2) = cth(z + ia/2)-cth(z- ia/2) = x(z).

(2.54)

Inverting (2.17) yields the distributional Fourier transforms

I"'

-;c

.

iTr exp±(-Try/2a+,By)
dxctha(x±if3)e'xY=-P
h(
)
'
a
s Try 12 a

a>O,

,8E(0,1Tla),

(2.55)

so we have
1
x(y)=-

Joo

2Tr _,,

.

dxx(x)e'XY=i

shy(a-1T)l2
,
shy1Tl2

a E (0,21T).

(2.56)

Thus, x(z) satisfies the assumptions (2.18)-(2.20), but not (2.21). But <fi(z)=x'(z) does satisfy
(2.18)-(2.21 ), since
•
shy(a-Tr)/2
<fi(y) = Y shy Trl2 ·

(2.57)

Therefore, we obtain a solution

Tr)y
Jo dy ysh(ah
h
cos2yz
s ays Try
x

f(z) = 4

(2.58)

to the AilE (2.22). Now since F' (z) satisfies (2.22), too, and obviously has the properties (2.23)(2.25), we must have f(z) = F' (z), by uniqueness. Integrating the resulting identity w.r.t. z, we
obtain

f"'

1T
7TZ
sh(a-1T)y
cthz--cth-=2
dy h
h
sin2yz.
a
a
o
s ays 7TY

(2.59)

Here we have a E (0,27r) in view of the restriction in (2.56). But for z E R the integral converges
for any a>O, and so it readily follows that (2.59) holds for any a>O (taking IImzl small enough,
of course). Integrating once more now yields

f

a TrZ)
"'dy sh(a-7r)y
ln(shz)-ln ( -sh- =
h
h
(l-cos2yz),
7T
a
o y s ays Try

a>O.

(2.60)

Second, consider the function
Z

7TZ

h(z)= -cth-.
a
a

(2.61)

It satisfies the AilE
7TZ

h(z + ia/2)- h(z- ia/2) = ith-.
a

(2.62)

Therefore, h,,(z) satisfies the ALlE
i 7T d (
f(z+ia/2)-f(z-ia/2)=-l/ch 2 -1TZ) =<P(z).
a dz
a
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Now one readily verifies

ay2

A

<fi(y) = 27Tsh(ay/2)'

a>O,

(2.64)

so <fi(z) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem II.2. The resulting solution

J"'

y2 os2yz
f(z)= -4a
dy:;::r::-:ch
'1T o s ay

(2.65)

must then be equal to. h 11 (z), since h 11 (z) clearly has the properties (2 .23)-(2 .25) . Integratmg
· twice
·
w.r.t. z we now obtam

J"'

1TZ
(1-cos2yz)
'1TZCth-=a+a 2 dy
2
a
o
sh ay
'

a>O.

(2.66)

The ~dentities (2.66) and (2.60) can be combined to evaluate integrals occurring below. First,
they entail that for a e (0,7T) one has

f"' (

'7TShz
'1TZ
a'7Tsh(a-7T)y
a2 )
-a'1T
- l n( - ) -'1Tzcth-+a=
d
a-'1T
ash:z
a
o Y (a-7T)yshaysh'1Ty-sh2ay (1-cos2yz).
(2.67)
Taking z-+oo and using the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma we obtain the integral

f"' (

a'1T '1T
a'7Tsh(a-7T)y
--ln-+a=
d
a-7T a
o y (a-7T)yshaysh7Ty

a2

)

(2.68)

sh2ay ·

Adding the elementary integral

Jo dy
oo

(

a2
1)
:;:r:::- - :-:-2' =-a

sh ay

(2.69)

y

yields

ln~= ("'dy(sh(a-1T)y _ (a-7T)),
a

Jo

y

shaysh7Ty

(2.70)

a1Ty

and combining this with (2.60) we get
ln(sh'7TZ)-ln(shz)= ("'dy(sh(a-1T)y os2yz- (a-7T)).
a
y shaysh7Ty
a'TT')I

Jo

a>O.

(2.71)

Just as in the above examples, AaEs with a-dependent right-hand side functions will be
encountered later on. The last theorem of this subsection concerns the limit a-+0 in this setting.
It is convenient to use the assumptions of Theorem II.2 as a starting point; corresponding results
in the slightly more general context of Theorem II.3 can then be obtained by k-fold integration.
Specifically, we consider an AaE of the form

f(z+ ia/2)- f(z-ia/2) = <Pa(z),

a>O,
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where rf>a(Z) satisfies the assumptions (2.18)-(2.21) for any a E (0,a 0 ]. (Of course, the choice of
a 0 is irrelevant for the limit a_,O.) We allow dependence of the maximal numbers m E (0, 00 ] in
(2.18) on a; in particular, one may have sm_,O as a-->O. However, we do assume that for any
a E (O,a 0 ] the function <f>a(Z) is analytic in the open right half plane
(2.73)

.9Bo={z E CiRez>O}.
Moreover, we assume that for any compact K C./80 there exists CK> 0 with

(2.74)

.no.

where x(z) is analytic in .
Now letfa(Z) be the unique solution to (2.72) given by Theorem II.2 (with </>(Z)-"</>a(Z), of
course). Thus, fa(Z) is analytic in the strip 1Irnzl<a/2+sm( a) and in .9.30. We are now in the
position to state the next result.

Theorem II.4: Jn addition to the above assumptions, let
lfa(z)I o;;; c 8,M'

for any

V'(a,z) E (O,ao] X{z E CiRez E[ o,M], IIrnzl ~a/2},

(2.75)

o> 0 and M > o, and let the pointwise limit
(2.76)

limfa(z)=f(z)
atO

exist for any z E (O,oo). Then fa(Z) converges uniformly on compact subsets of .?60 to a function
f(z) that is analytic in .JB0 . Moreover, one has

f' (z) =-ix(z),z E .:no

(2.77)

with X(Z) defined by (2.74).
Proof" Upward iteration of the ALlE (2.72) yields
L

L

fa(z+ila)=fa( z)+

4>a(z+(j-1!2)i a),

IIrnzl~a/2.

(2.78)

j=I

Choosing

L=N[a- 1],

RezE[o,M],

O<o<M,

(2.79)

in this equation, the arguments of ef>a occurring on the rhs stay in a closed rectangle
K(N,o,M)C.Jf0 as alO. Thus we may invoke the bounds (2.74) and (2.75) to conclude that
fa(z) remains bounded for Rez E [b',M],Irnz E [O,N], as alO. Similarly, iterating downwards L
times and requiring (2.79), we deduce that fa(z) remains bounded for Rez E [b',M],Irnz
E [ -N,O].
Combining uniform boundedness offa(z) on compacts of ..9i30 with the pointwise convergence
assumption (2.76), it follows from Vitali's theorem thatfa(z) converges uniformly on compacts of
.fl!0 to a function f(z) that is analytic in .JB0 . Therefore, it remains to prove (2.77).
To this end, we use (2.72) to write

1
ef> (z)
_a__- =f~(z) +-:-za
IQ

f

z+ia/2

dw(f~(w)-f~(z) ),

z-ia/2

Clearly, the second term on the rhs can be majorized by
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(2.81)

Now f~(z) converges to f' (z) uniformly on compacts KC,Yg0 , and the lhs of (2.80) converges to
- ix(z) uniformly on K [due to (2.74)], so one easily deduces (2.77).
D
We conclude this subsection with some comments on the assumptions of the theorem just
obtained. In later applications, the assumptions on </Ja(Z) are easily verified. Moreover, fixing z
e ~o. the function <f>a(z) is actually real-analytic in a for a e R. (Note this property is stronger
than (2.74).) Possibly, these properties already entail the hypotheses (2.75) and (2.76), but we
believe this is not true in general. (Observe that the function fa(Z) is not likely to be analytic at
a=O forz e ~0 .)
The above convergence result should also be compared to the last assertion of Theorem II.2.
Taking <f>a(Z) =a </>(z), one sees that this assertion amounts to a simple special case of Theorem
II.4--except that the analyticity region is different, and that the constant left undetermined in
f(z) = - ir./;(z) by (2.77) is fixed in terms of x(z) = </J(z). In this connection we point out that the
choice of the region ~o (2.73) in which <f>a(Z) is assumed to remain analytic as a---o is determined more by convenience of exposition than by necessity. Indeed, as will be exemplified by
Prop. III.7 below, the maximal region with this property can be larger, and correspondingly one
can obtain convergence in this larger region.
C. Fourier series solutions

We proceed by obtaining results that will enable us to solve AA.Es occurring in the trigonometric and elliptic contexts. Correspondingly, we will be dealing with meromorphic functions that
are periodic in the real direction. It is convenient to parametrize this period by 7rlr,r e (0,oo). For
'I' (x) e L 2 ([ - 7r/2r, 7rl2r] ,dx) we employ Fourier coefficients
r
"l'n= A

7f

f

'Trl2r

dx"l'(x)e2inrx,

neZ,

(2.82)

-'trl2r

so that

'l'(x)= ,2: ~ne-2inrx

(2.83)

neZ

with the series converging in the L 2-topology.
As we have seen in the previous subsection, the AAE (2.22) naturally leads to hyperbolic
functions when <P satisfies (2.18)-(2.21), cf. (2.26) and (2.27). In much the same way, periodicity
of </>(z) leads to the emergence of elliptic functions. It is convenient to collect some features of the
functions that arise before stating the analog of Theorem II.2. First, we recall the product representations of the Weierstrass u-function (cf., e.g., Ref. 16): We have, taking r,a>O,
7f

a ( z; 2 ,.

ia)

2

sinrzn"" (1-pkexp(2irz))(z--z)
=exp(TJz 2 r/7r)-,-k=l
(l-p ) 2

(2.84)

with
p=exp(-2ar)

(2.85)

or, alternatively,

O'

ia)

,

sh7rz/aTI (l-pl'exp(27rz/a))(z--z)
z;2r'l =exp(T/ z !ia)~k=I
(l-p)
7f

(

2 •

00
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with
(2.87)

ji=exp(-2Tr2/ar).
Here, 77 and r/ are connected by Legendre's relation
77' = i r;ar/ Tr-ir.

(2.88)

ia)
s(r,a;z)=a ( z; 2'TTr, 2
exp(- 77z 2 r/1T)

(2.89)

The function

plays a key role in the sequel. In view of (2.84) s is odd and 'Tl'lr-antiperiodic, and satisfies
sinrz
lims(r,a;z)= - -

(2.90)

(uniformly on compacts).

r

Moreover, using (2.86) and (2.88) one sees that s solves the A6.E

s(z + ia/2)
.

s (z-ia 12

(2.91)

) =-exp(-2irz)

and obeys

sh'TTz/a
lims(r,a;z)= - -1r->O
'TT a

(2.92)

(uniformly on compacts).

Note that s(r,a;z) is not a regular solution to the regular A6.E (2.91): It has zeros for Imz=O.
Next, using the power series for ln(l -x),lxl<l, one easily verifies the identity

rr (1- pkexp(2irz) )(z-+ - z) =exp
"'

k=I

00

(

-

.L

n=I

-

nra

)

_!__hcos2nrz '
ns nra

IImzl<a.

(2.93)

Combining this with (2.84) and (2.89) one obtains
sinrz
( 00 e -nra
)
s(r,a;z) =--exp _L - h n ( l -cos2nrz) ,
r
n=I ns
ra

IImzl<a.

(2.94)

From this representation we deduce

s'(r,a;z)
"° e-nra
( . ) =rcotrz+2r
-h--sin2nrz,
s r,a,z
n=I s nra

L

IImzl<a.

(2.95)

Imz> - a/2,

(2.96)

Using the elementary Fourier series
cotr(z + ia/2) = - i-2i

L

e-nrae2inrz,

n=l

we finally obtain
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e-2inrz

K(r,a;z)=ir+ir

2: --,
nEZ* Shnra

IImzl<a/2,

(2.97)

where we have introduced

d

K(r,a;z)= dz Ins(r,a;z+ ia/2).

(2.98)

TT TTZ
.
hmK(r,a;z)= -th-

(2.99)

Note that (2.92) entails

a

r--.o

a

uniformly on compact subsets of IImzl<a/2.
Theorem 11.5: Assume </>(z) is a function with the following properties:

c/J(z) isanalyticinastrip IImzJ<s,sE(O,oo),

(2.100)

cp(z) has period TTlr,

(2.101)

<Po= 0.

(2.102)

Then the AD..E (2.22) has a unique solutionf(a;z) such that
f(a;z) is analytic in the strip IImzi<s+a/2,

(2.103)

f(a;z) has period TTlr,

(2.104)

fo=O.

(2.105)

Explicitly, this solution can be written as
Jine-2inrz

shnra

'

IIrnzl~a/2,

(2.106)

or as

f(a;z)

1

J

l TT

-

= -2 .

rr/2r
rrl2r

du<f>(u)K(r,a;z-u),

Jimzl<a/2.

(2.107)

It obeys the addition formula (2.28). If cp(z) is even/odd, then f(a;z) is odd/even. Finally, the
limit relation (2.30) holds true u,niformly on compact subsets of the strip IImzJ<s, with lf;(x) the
primitive of </J(x) that satisfies l/Jo = 0.
Proof" In order to prove uniqueness, we argue as in the proof of Theorem II.2 to conclude that
the difference d(z) of two solutions satisfying (2.103)-(2.105) extends to an ia-periodic entire
function. Since d(z) has period TT/r, too, we deduce that d(z) equals a constant d. Now we have
0 = d0 =TTdi r by (2.105), and so uniqueness follows.
Next, we define a function f(z) by the rhs of (2.106). Clearly, f(z) is analytic in
IIrnzJ<a/2 and has properties (2.104) and (2.105). Moreover, the functions
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(2.108)
are smooth and 'll"lr-periodic, and (2.33) holds true uniformly on R. (Note that the ~ou~er c~ef
ficients ~n form a fast decreasing sequence, since <f>(x) is real-analytic and 7T/r-penod1c.) Smee
we also have

b+(x)-b_(x)=

L

~ne-2inrx=<f>(x),

(2.109)

neZ*

the reasoning in the proof of Theorem II.2 can be repeated, showing that f(z) solves (2.22) and
has property (2.103).
The representation (2.107) follows from (2.106) and the Fourier series (2.97) by using the
Plancherel relations and (2.102). The addition formula (2.28) follows in the same way as in the
proof of Theorem II.2. The parity claim is obvious from either (2.106) or (2.107). Using (2.106)
with z e R, it follows from routine arguments that
limiaf(a;x)=

L

neZ*

a->O

~

e-2inrx
2.
-1/f(x),
- znr
n

(2.110)

x ER,

and that lft(x) is a primitive of </J(x) with J,0 =0. The uniform convergence assertion then follows
in the same way as before from Vitali' s theorem.
0
Recalling the limit (2.99), one sees that the representation (2.107) turns into (2.27) for
r-+O. More precisely, this holds true for functions </J(r;u) with a suitable dependence on r.
Clearly, one needs some restrictions on this dependence to ensure uniform convergence for z in
compacts of the strip JirnzJ <a/2 (say), but we shall not pursue this. (For an explicit example, see
Prop. III.12 in Subsection III B.)
We continue with an analog of Theorem Il.3.
Theorem 11.6: With (2.18)-(2.21) replaced by (2.100)-(2.102) and (2.44) replaced by
1
<Pn
. _ ( _ .
~
k-1 ( - 2inrz)1')
e(z)=- L --(-2znr) k e 2inrz_ ~
.,
,
2neZ* shnra

J=O

J.

Jirnzl,,;:;;a/2,

(2.111)

the assertions of Theorem 11.3 hold true.
Proof: With Theorem II.2 replaced by Theorem II.5, and (2.47) by

(2.112)
the reasoning in the proof of Theorem II.3 applies verbatim; note that boundedness of fk(z) in the
strip IIrnzJ o;;;;a/2 entails polynomial boundedness of f 1(z) in this strip.
O
We co~clude this subsection with a result pertaining to AAEs (2.72), adapting the assumptions
of the ?revmus subsecti~n to the periodic context. Thus, for any a e (O,a 0 ] the right-hand side
<f>a(Z) is assumed to satisfy (2.100)-(2.102) and to be analytic in the open period strip
~r={z e C!Rez e (0,7T/r)}.

(2.113)

~u~ermore, the bound (2.74) is assumed to be valid for any compact KC§Br, with X(Z) analytic
In Jc,.

Denoting by fa(z) the unique solution to (2.72) given by Theorem 11.5, we are prepared to
state the analog of Theorem II.4.
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Theorem 11.7: Assume in addition to the above that (2.75) holds true for any 8 e (0,7T/r) and
M e ( 8, 7T/r), and that the pointwise limit (2.76) exists for any z e (0,7T/r). Then the assertions of
Theorem /l.4 hold true, with ~o replaced by ~r .
Proof: Taking M < 7T/r in (2.79) and replacing .380 by .Jflr, the proof of Theorem II.4 applies

verbatim.
D
The comments after Theorem II.4 apply with obvious changes to Theorem II.7, so we shall
not spell them out again.

Ill. GENERALIZED GAMMA FUNCTIONS
A. The hyperbolic case

Consider the integral
("'dy (

Joy

sin2yz
z )
2sha+ysha_y - a+a_y =g(a+ ,a_ ;z),

(3.1)

where we take a 8 e (O,oo), 8= +, - , until further notice. Obviously, this integral converges absolutely provided z belongs to the strip
S={z e q \Imz\ <(a+ +a_)/2},

(3.2)

and it defines a function g that is analytic in S. In this subsection we study the function

(3.3)

G(z) = exp(ig(z))

in considerable detail. (Here and in the sequel, we suppress the dependence on a+ ,a_ whenever
this causes no confusion.) We shall collect our results in propositions that concern various features
of G(z).
Proposition 111.1 (defining AA.Es): The function G(z) is analytic and has no zeros in the
strip S. It extends to a meromorphic function that is a minimal solution to the three AA.Es
G(z+ia8'2)

G(z-ia8'2)

2ch( 7TZI a_ 8 ),

8=+,-,

(3.4)

and
G(z + i(a +-a_ )/2)
G(z-i(a+-a_)/2)

sh( 7Tzla _)
sh(7Tzla+) ·

(3.5)

It is the unique minimal solution satisfying

G(O)=l,

\G(x)\=l,

xeR.

(3.6)

Proof' The first assertion is clear from (3.1)-(3.3). Taking o= + in (3.4) and denoting the rhs
by cl>(z), the assumptions of Theorem 11.3 are satisfied, with a =a+, s =a _12 and k=3. Indeed,
we have

7T(d)2
( d)3 lncl>(z)= ;=dz th( 7TZ/a_)

<f>(z)= dz
so that (cf. (217))
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-iy 2
</J(y)= 2sh(a_y/2) ·
A

(3.8)

From this the properties (2.18)-(2.21) are evident.
As a consequence the AdE at hand admits minimal solutions; these can be written as (2.43)(2.44) with k=3 and

1
e(z)= - -

Joo

dy

4 _"'ysha+ysha_y

.
(e-Ziyz_(l-2iyz-2y 2 z 2 ))

l

oo
dy
( sin2yz
)
=i o sha+ysha_y 2 Y - z ·

(3.9)

To determine c 1 ,c 2 ,c 3 we follow the proof of Theorem II.3. Thus, we start from
(3.10)
cf. (2.47). Then we get

t

dsf3(s) = - 2i

J

00

0

dyysin(2yz)fsha +YSha _y

(3.11)

l""o dyy!sha_y= (-a_

(3.12)

so that

J.

ia+l2

-~+12

dsf3(s)=4

7T ) 2

.

From (2.50) we then have c 3 =0, and so

fz(z) = - 2i

J
00

0

dyysin(2yz)/sha+ysha _y.

(3.13)

Now fz(z) is odd, so (2.52) yields c 2 =0. Hence,

(3.14)
cf. (2.51), so that

Jo{' dsf1(s)=z·J""0 dy (sin2yz
l Y - z ) /sha+ysha_y=e(z),

(3.15)

cf. (3.9). Now we have

±e(±ia+/2)=

~l"" dy( sha+ysha_y
a+
-

2 o

1 )
ysha_y ·

Also, recalling (A33) and (A34), we may write
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-)
Jo dy(~a_y
ysha_y ·

1

ln2= {°"

(3.17)

Using (2.52) once more, we obtain
c1=Ua+)- 1 (ln2-e(ia+l2)+e(-ia+l2))=i {""dy(

Jo

1
sha+ysha_y

-

1
a+a_y

2).

{3.18)

Combining (2.51) with (3.15) now yields
fo(z) =c 1z+ e(z) = ig(a+ ,a_ ;z),

(3.19)

cf. (3.1). In view of (3.3), this entails that G(z) solves (3.4) with 8= +. Since the function G is
manifestly symmetric in a+ ,a_, it solves (3.4) with 8= - , too.
To prove that G also satisfies the AL\E (3.5), we observe that we may write
G(z+i(a+-a-)12)
G(z-i(a+ -a_)/2)

G(z-ia_/2+ia+l2) G(z-ia+/2-ia_/2)
G(z-ia_/2-ia+l2) · G(z-ia+l2+ia_/2) ·

(3.20)

From (3.4) we now deduce that (3.5) holds true. Finally, the uniqueness assertion is clear from
Theorem II. I.
D
We point out that the identity (2.71) can also be obtained from the A.LIB (3.5). Similarly, the
proposition entails the identity

f

00dy ( 1
cos2yz)
(
'ITZ)
- - - - - =ln 2ch-,
ay
shay
a

o y

a>O,

IIrnzl<a/2.

(3.21)

Indeed, this identity amounts to the function ig [as given by (3.1)] satisfying the additive versions
of the AiiEs (3.4). The integral (3.21) can also be derived directly from (A33), (A34) and (2.17).
In this way one can obtain a shorter proof of (3.4). The above proof, however, shows how the
function G(z) emerges from the general theory presented in Subsection II B, when one talces one
of the AAEs (3.4) as a starting point.
Proposition ID.2 (automorphy properties): One has
G( - z) = 1/G(z),

(3.22)

G(a_ ,a+ ;z)=G(a+ ,a_ ;z),

(3.23)

G(A.a+ ,A.a_ ;A.z)=G(a+ ,a_ ;z),

X. e (O,co).

(3.24)

For any M ,N e N* one has the multiplication formula

(3.25)
Proof' All of these properties readily follow from the integral representation (3.1)-(3.3) and
meromorphy of G. Indeed, the first three are immediate from (3.1). Taking first N= 1 in (3.25),
and using (3.1) and the identity (2.38) to rewrite the rhs, one obtains the desired result for
G(a+IM,a_ ;z); the general case then follows by using (3.23).
D
Note that when one talces M=N in the formula (3.25), one can use (3.24) to write its lhs as.
G(a+ ,a_ ;Nz).
Proposition 111.3 (zeros, poles, residues): The zeros and poles of G(z) are given by
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zti= i(a +(k+ 112) + a_(l + 1/2) ),

k,l EN

(3.26)

(zeros),

(3.27)

For a given ( ko ,! 0 )

E )'; 2 ,

of distinct pairs (k ,l)

the multiplicities of the pole zi:010 and zero

E N2

z;

010

are equal to the number

such that z;, = z(110 ; in particular.for a+ I a - $

rQ all poles and zeros

are simple. The pole at z 00 is simple and has residue
(3.28)

More generally, if the quantity
tk 1=

k

l

II
m=l

sin(7rma+fa_)IJ sin(7rna_la+)

(3.29)

n=l

is non-zero, then the pole at zki is simple and has residue
(3.30)

*

Conversely, if zki is a simple pole, then one has t kl
0.
Proof- In view of (3.23), we may assume a+ ~a-. Iterating the AilE (3.4) with 8= + we
obtain
(3.31)
where
M

PM(z)= (

TI
m=l

2ch~(z-ia+(m- I/2))

)-1

(3.32)

a_

Now the poles of P M(z) occur at (and only at)

Zmi=ia+(m-112)

ia_(/+112),

m=l, .. .,M,

(3.33)

lEZ.

Introducing the strip
S _ ={z E C[Imz Ea_[ -1/2,1/2)},

(3.34)

and fixing m E { l, ... ,M}, there exists a unique l ':3 0 such that Zmt E S _ . Since G (z) is analytic
and non-zero in s _, it now follows from (3.31) that G has M and only M poles (counting
multiplicity) in the shifted strip L-iMa+; these occur at zki,k=O, ... ,M-1, with l EN
uniquely determined by k and M.
Now for a given pair (k 0 , 10 ) E N2 one can find some M 0 > k 0 such that zi: 1 E S _ - i M oa +
0 0

(since the shifted strips cover the lower half plane). Also, for any pair (k,l) E N2 such that
zki=zi:0 1() , one must have k<M 0 (since zki E S_-iM 0 a+ entails a+(k+ll2)+a_l~a+M 0 ).
Consequently, the multiplicity of the pole of PM (z) at z = zk- 1 + iM 0a + equals the number of
0

0 0

pairs satisfying zk'1=zk' 1 .
0 0
The upshot is that the poles of G(a+ ,a_ ;z) in the lower half plane are given by (3.27) and
have the asserted multiplicity. Since G is non-zero in S _ and PM has no zeros at all, it follows
from (3.31) that G is non-zero in the lower half plane. Recalling (3.22), the first two assertions
easily follow.
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To prove the third one, we use (3.4) with 8=

to get

1TZ)-I G(z+i(a+-a_)/2).

(

.

+
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G(z-i(a++a_)/2)= -2isha_

(3.35)

From this we read off
ia_

roo= 2 1T G(i(a+-a_)/2).

(3.36)

Similarly, using (3.4) with 8= - we obtain

(3.37)
Combining these two expressions for r 00 with (3.22), we deduce

G(i(a+ -a_)/2)= (a+ /a_)112,

(3.38)

and so (3.28) follows. (Note that (3.1) and (3.3) entail that G is positive for z
X ( - 112, 1/2). Note also that (3.38) can be derived from (3.5).)
Finally, we exploit both AilEs (3.4) to write
k

G(z+zk,)=(-)kl+k+l (

II

m=I

l

2ish~(z-ima+)Il 2ish~(z-ina_)
a+

n=I

Q_

E

i(a++a_)

)-1 G(z+z

00 ).
(3.39)

0
Taking z->0 in this identity, the remaining assertions follow.
not
is
when
even
(3.30)
using
by
determined
be
still
can
In principle, the residue at
1
1
0 0
0 0
a simple pole. Indeed, in that case one must have a+ I a_ E Q; choosing sequences
a ,,, 11 - " a 8 , 8= + , - , for n-> ro such that a+ ,n I a_ ,n El: Q, the residue equals the limit of the sum of
the residues at the simple poles that coalesce at
1 • There is presumably an explicit formula for

z;

z;

z;

0 0

the limit, but we have not pursued this.
It is evident from (3.3) and the above that g(z) extends from an analytic function in S to a
multi-valued function with logarithmic branch points at (3.26) and (3.27). It is convenient to
specialize to the branch obtained by restricting z to the cut plane C( a++ a_), where

C(d)=C\{±i(df2,oo)},

d>O.

(3.40)

This branch will be again denoted g(z). Asymptotic properties for Rez-> ± oo are most easily
obtained for the special case a+ =a_= a; the general case can then be handled by a comparison
·
argument, cf. Prop. lII.4 below.
identity
the
from
We start
g(a,a;z) = -

1

-1T

b( 1TZla),

(3.41)

where we have introduced

b(w)=

f wdttctht,
0

w EC(27r).
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(To see that this holds true, use (3.1) on the lhs and take z-derivatives; this yields a linear
combination of the identities (2.66 ) and (2.69).) Next, we write cht = sht + e -r to obtain
b(w) = w 212+ c + -b+(w),

where
h+(w)=

f"'

Rew>O,

F; (0)
Jo dt -te-h = -2-.-=
2:
00

1

oe

C+=

te- 1

dt-h ,
s t
w

S t

l

Rew>O,

m=l

n2
1
- 22 =-12'
m

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

cf. (A8) and (AlO). From this representation we read off the bounds
w2

b(w) =

n2

T + J.2 + O(exp(( e-2)w)),

b ' ( w) = w + O(exp( ( E-2)w) ),

Rew-+oo,

Rew-+oo.

(3.46)
(3.47)

Here, e is a fixed positive number and the bounds hold true uniformly for Imw varying over
compact subsets of JR.
Of course, these bounds entail bounds on g(a,a;z) via (3.41). More generally, they can be
exploited to derive bounds on g(a+ ,a_ ;z), as will now be detailed.
Proposition III.4 (asymptotics): Fixing e> 0 and setting
(3.48)

one has
±g(a+ ,a_ ;z)=-

a_) +O(exp(±(e-2'7T/am)z)),

1T (a+
1TZ 2
-+-?- - - 24 a_ a+
~a+a-

Rez--7 ± oo,
(3.49)
(3.50)

where the bounds are uniform for Irnz in R-compacts.
Proof Since g is odd in z, it suffices to verify the Rez-+oo asymptotics. Now when
a:+ =a_'. the formulas (3.49) and (3.50) are immediate from (3.41), and (3.46) and (3.47), resp.
Smee g is symmetric in a+ , a_ , it remains to consider the case a+< a_ .
To this end we rewrite (3.1) as

a+a_g(a+ ,a_ ;z)=a 2 g(a,a;z)+d(z),

(3.51)

where we have introduced

(3.52)

d(z)=

J dyl(y)sin2yz,
00

0
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with
1 (
I(y)=2y

a2 )
a+a---;--osh-ay ·
sha+ysha_y

(3.54)

Here, we take z in the strip S (3.2), so that the integral converges (note a++a_.;;2a). Now we
have
I(y)=c(a+ ,a_)y+ O(y 3 ),

so I (y) is analytic in the strip Ilmy I< ?T/ a_ . Hence, fixing z
contours to obtain
2id(z) = e -Zrz

y----+0,
E

(3.55)

S and r

E ( 0, 7T/ a_),

we may shift

J~:c du/(u + ir )e 2iuz.

(3.56)

From this we deduce that d(z) and d'(z) are O(e- 2 'z) for Rez----+co, uniformly for z in a closed
substrip of S.
Combining these bounds with (3.51) and the Rez->co asymptotics of g(a,a;z), we deduce
that (3.49) and (3.50) hold true uniformly for z in the strip IIrnz!:os;a+. Finally, we exploit the

AliEs

g(z±ia+)=g(z)+iln(

2cha~ (z±ia+l2))

(3.57)

to infer that the bounds hold uniformly for IImz I:;;::; 2a + ; by iteration, the proposition now follows.
D
Thus far, we have taken a+ and a_ positive. However, fixing z E R, it is already obvious from
(3.1) that G( a+ , a_ ;z) extends to a function that is analytic and non-zero for a+ ,a_ in the (open)
right half plane. Note this is consistent with the analytic continuation of (3.26) and (3.27): The
imaginary part of the rhs is non-zero for a+ , a_ in the right half plane.
More generally, we shall now prove that G can be continued to a function that is meromorphic
in a+ ,a_ and z, provided the ratio variable
(3.58)
stays away from the negative real axis. To this end we consider the auxiliary function

A(p,A.)=II F((j+l/2)p,A.),

pee-,

(3.59)

A.EC,

j=O

where c- denotes the cut plane (Al5). In view of (B22) and (B19) this is a well-defined meromorphic function in c- X C. Moreover, from (A40) we readily deduce

A (p,A.) =exp(

J: tsh(~t/2)

(2A.- sh(A.t)cth(t/2))),

p>O,

Now from (3.1) and (3.3) we have
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G(z+ia+/2)G(z-ia+/2)=exp

(1

00

0

Xex

p

2iz))
dt ) ( sh(itzla+)cth(t/2)- ~
tsh(pt/
2

4z ) )
2z
-(i fo00dt-t ( a+sh(a_t/2a+)
a_t

)
2iz
=A(p,-izla+)exp ( - ~ln2 ,

(3.61)

where we used (A33) and (A34). Next, we introduce the new variable
A.= -izla+

(3.62)

and combine (3.61) and the AAE (3.4) to deduce
G(a +,a_ ;z + ia +12) 2 =A (p,A.)exp(2X.ln2) · 2cos( 7TA./ p).

(3.63)

We are now prepared for the following proposition.
Proposition III.5 (meromorphic continuation): The function G(a +,a_ ;z) admits analytic
continuation to a function that is meromorphic in a+ ,a_ and z, provided p=a_ la+ stays in
c-. Fixing a+ ,a_ with Imp =f. 0, one obtains a meromorphic function whose zeros and poles are
simple and located at (3.26) and (3.27), resp.
Proof The function
(3.64)

B(p,X.)=A(p,X.)cos( 1TA./p)

is meromorphic in C- X C, so in view of (3.63) we need only show that for p ei: JR all of its zeros
and poles are double and located at
A.=k+(l+l/2)p,

k,ld>ii

A.=-k-l-(l+l/2)p,

(3.65)

(zeros),

k,ld'>ii

(3.66)

(poles).

Recalling the definitions (2.59) and (A39), we obtain the representation
f((j+l/2)p+A.) f(l+(j+l/2)p+A.)
B(p,X.) =cos( 7TA./p)J1 f((j+ l/2)p-A.) f( l +(j+ 112 )p-X.) exp(-4A.ln(j+ 1/2)p)
(3.67)
00

D
from which these features can be read off.
be
can
G
involving
formulas
various
that
entails
Of course, the proposition just proved
analytically continued. We mention specifically (3.4), (3.5), (3.22)-(3.25) [note one can take A.
E C* in (3.24)], (3.28)-(3.30), and the special values
G(i(ag-a_ 8 )!2) = (a 8 /a_ 8 ) 112 ,

G( ~ ia,s/2) =2-z. 112 ,

8=

+, - .

(3.68)

(These values easily follow from (3.1)-(3.5).)
We proceed by detailing the relation to the gamma function. To this end we introduce
H(p;z)=G(l,p;pz+ i/2)exp(izln(27rp)-2- 1ln(21T)),

p EC-,

z EC.

(3.69)

This renormalized version of G(a +,a_ ;z) is such that the two AAEs (3.4) translate into the AAE
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H(p;z +i/2) isb7Tpz
=-H(p;z-i/2)
7Tp

(3.70)

and functional equation

Cb7Tz

H(p;z)H(p; - z) = - .
7T

(3.71)

(Use (3.22) to check (3.71).) We shall now show that the p-+0 limit of H(p;z) exists and equals
Ilf(iz+ 112). Accordingly, (3.70) and (3.71) tum into the AAE and functional equation satisfied
by the gamma function.
Proposition 111.6 (relation to gamma function): Taking p e (0,oo), one has

lim H(p;z) = l!f(iz+ 112)

(3.72)

p!O

uniformly for z in C-compacts. More generally, fix€ e (0,oo),</J e (0,7T), and an arbitrary compact
KCC. Then there exists 8= 8(€,</J,K) e (0,oo) such that

jH(p;z)f(iz+l/2)-ll<E,

zeK,

IArgpj~7T-<f>,IPie(0,8].

(3.73)

Proof" We begin by proving (3.72). Since the function lff(iz+ 1/2) is entire, we need only
show
Jim P(p;z)

=1

(uniformly on compacts),

(3.74)

p!O

P(p;z)=H(p;z)f(iz+ 112).

(3.75)

Now from Prop. III.3 we see that the poles of f(iz + 112) are matched by zeros of H(p;z), so that
P(p;z) has no poles and zeros in the strip

Sp={z e Cl IImzl < 112+ 1/p}.

(3.76)

We continue by deriving an integral representation for P(p;z) that holds true in SP. To this end
we first take I
< 1/2. Then we may use (3.3) and (3.1) to write

Imzl

G(l,p;pz+i/2)=exp

( e2ipyze-y-e-2ipyzeY
(Jo""dy
4 shys hPY
y

iz
1 ))
y-+
2py .

(3.77)

Also, from (A37) we obtain
f(iz+ 1/2)
( ("'dy (. -2
1
(27T)1/2 =exp Jo
ize PY- 2py

Y

+

e-2ipyz(eY-e-Y)))
4shyshpy

(3.78)
.

Finally, combining (A37) (with z= 1/2) and the integral (A29), we write the remaining factor in
(3.69) as

exp(izln(2rrp))=exp

ize-y . _ py))
(f "'dy(iz
Y y-- shy -ize 2 ·
0

Putting the pieces together, we obtain
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if"'dy e-y
.
)
P( p· z) ""exp ( h h (sm(2pyz)- 2zshpy) .
· '
2 o y s ys PY

(3.80)

Clearly, this representation can be analytically continued to the strip S P, as announced above.
Now we fix a compact KCC and note KCSP for p small enough. Rewriting the integral in (3.80)
as

~ {xd , e-"Y(sin(2yz)-2zshy) ( ~)

c) 0

y 2 shy

Y

(3.81)

c=l/p,

shcy '

it becomes evident that it converges to 0 for c--+oo uniformly on K. Consequently, we have now
proved that (3.72) holds true uniformly on compacts.
To prove the stronger assertion (3.73), we observe that for z E Kand c>O large enough, the
contour in (3.81) may be rotated to eixy,y E [O,oo), with Ix/~( 1T- cp)/2, cf. the proof of Theorem
B. I. The resulting integral can now be estimated in an obvious way for c E C with /c I large enough
and 1Arg(e 1 ·~c)/~(7T-</>)/2, and then (3.73) easily follows.
D
The function P(p;z) (3.75) is of some interest in itself: It is the unique minimal solution to the
A.lE

F(z+ i/2) Sh7TpZ
=-F(z- i/2)
1TpZ

[cf. (3.70)] that satisfies F(O)= 1,IF(x)i= 1,x
understood from Theorem II.3.

E

(3.82)

JR. Note that the representation (3.80) can be

We conclude this subsection by deriving two more zero step size limits, now involving the
function G (Ti, a; · ) for a--+ 0. (The choice a+ = Ti is notationally convenient; the scaling relation
(3.24) can be used for other a+-values.) In fact, we shall phrase the limits in terms of the branch
= -ilnG(z) defined in the cut plane C(7T+a), cf. the paragraph containing (3.40). Introducing the functions
da(l.... µ,;z)=g( Ti,a;z+iA.a)- g( 1T,a;z+iµa),

Da(z)=ag( 1T,a;z),

z EC( Ti+a),

A.,µE JR.

z EC( 7r+a),

(3.83)
(3.84)

we are prepared for the following proposition.
Proposition III.7 (zero step size limits): One has

limda(A.,µ,;z)= -i(A.-µ,)ln(2chz),

A.,µER,

alO

limDa(z)= -Jzdwln(2chw),
alO

0

(3.85)

(3.86)

unifonnly on compact subsets of the cut plane C( 7T) (3.40). Here, In is real-valued for z and w
real. resp .. and the integration path in (3.86) belongs to C( 7r) .
. Proof' From the A.:l.E \3.4)_with a11=a,a_ 0=1T, we deduce that (3.85) need only be proved
A.,µ E ~ - 1/2, 112]. Taking from now on a E (0,7T/4] (say), we fix A. andµ in this interval and
z m the stnp IImzi<Ti/2. Then we may use (3.1) to write

to:

d (A.
a

.,,)=-·f d.v((A.-µ,)
00

,µh

l

0

Y

sha(A.-µ)y cos(2yz+ia(A.+µ)))
shay
sh1Ty
'

---- - - - - --------

Try
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Da(z)=

fr

1101

7 1
"'dv (' a v sin2 "7
-;. -·- --"'-~ - ..:. 1

o

'

•

sha v 2 sh 7TV
•

•'

7T

(3.88)

!·

I

From straightforward estimates one sees that these representations entail the limits
limdaO' ,µ;z) = - i(A. - µ)

f

"'dv I 1

O

alO

.

hmD (z)=

Y , 7TY

cos2F)

- __'.__:.2:. ,

(3.89)

Sh7Ty ,

z)
( sin2yz
f "'dy
-,- - - - -

a

alO

__:__ ( -

O

.V- 2sh7Ty

(3.90)

7T '

and boundedness for (a,z) e (0,7T/4] X K, with Ka compact subset of IIm:I< 7T/2.
Invoking now Vitali's theorem and recalling the identity (3.21), it follows that (3.85) and
(3.86) hold true uniformly on compacts in IImz I< 1T/2. Next, we exploit Theorem II.4 to obtain
uniform convergence on compacts in the right half plane (2.73). To this end we need only observe
that the AilEs with step size a obeyed by a;da and a~Da satisfy all of the assumptions of Theorem
II.4, cf. the proof of Prop. III.I. Similarly, we infer uniform convergence on compacts of the left
half plane. Since any compact in C( 1T) can be written as a union of three compacts in the strip
O
IImzl < 7T/2 and in the left and right half planes, the proposition now follows.
We point out that (3.85) amounts to

G(7T,a;z+iA.a)
limG(
alO

.

1T,a;z+1µa

)=exp((A.-µ)ln(2chz)),

A.,µeR,

(3.91)

uniformly on compacts in C( 7T). Observe that the rhs is not meromorphic, unless A.-µ e Z. The
emergence of branch cuts can be understood from the coalescence of zeros and poles taking place
for a~o, cf. Prop. III.3.

B. The elliptic case
In this subsection we are concerned with a function that is a minimal solution to three AilEs
generalizing the hyperbolic AilEs (3.4) and (3.5). We study this function along the same lines as
in Subsection III A. Our starting point is the infinite series
sin2nrz

"'

_2:

n=t 2nshnra+shnra_

(3.92)

=g(r.a+ ,a_ ;z),

where we take at first r,a 8 e (O,oo ), 8= +, - . Clearly, this series converges absolutely and uniformly for z in an arbitrary compact of the strip S (3.2), so it defines a function g that is analytic
in S. As before, it is convenient to suppress the dependence on the parameters whenever this
causes no confusion. With this convention, our goal is to study the function G(z) (3.3).
To this end we introduce the "right-hand side function"
R(r,a;z)

=- 2ire -ar/2IT

(3.93)

(1- e - 2kar) 2 • eirzs(r,a ;z+ ia/2).

k=l

Using the definition (2.89) of s and the product representation (2.84) of the fr-function, one easily
verifies that R can be rewritten
R(r,a;z)=

IT

(3.94)

(I -exp(2irz-(2k- l)ar))(z--*-z),

k=I
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where the infinite product converges absolutely and uniformly on compacts. From this one readily
obtains the representation
R(r,a;z)=exp ( -

"" cos2nrz)
nshnra ,

~I

IImzl<a/2.

(3.95)

(Use the power series for ln(l -x) to verify this; cf. also (2.93).)
In the sequel it is convenient to employ the abbreviations
(3.96)

q 8=exp(-a 8r),

. l/2TI

c 8=-2zrq 8

<1-qs2k)2 ,

(3.97)

k=I

sB(z)=s(r,as;z),

(3.98)

R s{z) =R(r,as ;z) = c geirzs s(z + iasf2),

(3.99)

where 8= +, - . We are now prepared for the following proposition.
Proposition III.8 (defining AAEs): With (3.4) replaced by

G(z+ia/2)
G(z-ia/2) =R_s(z),

(3.100)

o=+,-,

and (3.5) by
•
G(z+z(a+-a-)12)
G(z-i(a+-a-)12)

=TI
00

k=I

(

2k) 2. s_(z)

1-q~k
1-q+

s+(z)'

(3.101)

the assertions of Prop. Ill.I hold true.
Proof: In view of (3.99) and (3.95), Theorem II.5 may be invoked to solve the additive form
of (3.100). Specifically, we may take

</>(z)=- ~

neZ*

e2inrz
2nshnra_8

,

(3.102)

s=a_f2 and a=as. The solution given by (2.106) is then equal to ig(r,a+ ,a_ ;z) [cf. (3.92)],
and so (3.100) follows.
Next, we use (3.20) and the ALiEs (3.100) to conclude that (3.101) amounts to the identity
s_(z)
s+(z)

=TI
00

k=I

(

1-q+
2k)2 . R_(z-ia_/2)
1-q:_k
R+(z-ia+l2)"

(3.103)

This identity can be deduced from (3.96)-(3.99), so the proposition follows.
O
Proposition III.9 (automorphy properties): The function G is periodic with primitive period
7rlr. It obeys the multiplication formula (3.25) and the period doubling formula
G(2r,a+ ,a_ ;z)=G(r,a+ ,a_ ;z)G(r,a+ ,a_ ;z-7r/2r).

(3.104)

Moreover, it satisfies (3.22), (3.23), the scaling relation
G(A.- 1r,A.a+ ,A.a_ ;A.z)=G(r,a+ ,a_ ;z),

A.e(O,oo),
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and the duplication formula

G(r,a+ ,a_ ;2z)=

I1

l,m=+,-

G(r,a+ ,a_ ;z-i(la++ma_ )/4)

X G(r,a +,a_ ;z- i(la+ + ma_)/4- 7T/2r).

(3.106)

Proof' These features follow from the series representation (3.92) in the same way as in the
D
hyperbolic case. (Combine (3.25), (3.104) and (3.105) to check (3.106).)
by
given
are
G(z)
of
poles
and
zeros
The
residues):
poles,
(zeros,
IIl.10
Proposition
+-·1++
Zk1•

Zjkz=J7Tr

. .-,,

k,l EN

JEL.,

k,l EN

(zeros),
(poles),

(3.107)
(3.108)

1 ,j E Z, are equal to
with z:i defined by (3.26). The multiplicities of the poles z 1; 0 10 and zeros z;
1 00
2
E Z, are simple and
,j
:z
at
poles
The
•
00
the number of distinct pairs (k,l) E N such that zit=z:010
1
have residue

(3.109)
Whenever
l

k

ek1=

II

is_(ima+)

is non-zero, the poles at zjk 1 ,j

E

TI

is+(ina_)

(3.110)

n= I

m=l

Z, are simple and have residue

Conversely, if z]k 1 is a simple pole, then ekt-:/= 0.
Proof' We proceed along the same lines as in the proof of Prop. IIl.3. Here, (3.31) holds true
with (3.32) replaced by

JI
M

PM(z)= (

R_(z-ia+(m-1 /2))

)-1

(3.112)

and then the poles of P M(Z) are located at j 'TTI r+ Zml, with j E Z and Zmt given by (3.33). By
periodicity we may restrict attention to poles and zeros on the imaginary axis. In view of (3.22) the
first two assertions then follow just as in the hyperbolic case.
Turning to the third one, we now get
G(z- i( a++ a_ )/2) = ( c_exp[ir(z- ia _/2) ]s _ (z))- 1G(z + i(a+ -a_ )/2)

(3.113)

so that [cf. (3.96) and (3.97)]
00

roo=~ II

(1-q:_n)-2G(i( a+ -a_)/2).

2rn=I
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Using symmetry in a+ ,a_ , we deduce
(3.115)
and so (3.109) follows. (Note that (3.115) can also be derived from (3.101).)
Finally, from the ALiEs (3.100) we calculate
)
ra+
ra_
G(z + zki) = (- l 1( c~c~exp ( 2[(1 2 + l)(2k+ I)+ k] + - 2-[ (k 2 + k )(2l+ 1) + l]
1

-exp(irz[k+l+2kl])Ji s_(z-ima+)D1 s+(z-ina_) )- ·G(z+z 00 ).

(3.116)
0
Using (3.96) and ( 3.97), the remaining assertions readily follow from this.
At the elliptic level the choice a+ =a_ does not appear to yield extra information, as compared to the general case. But since G is 1T/r-periodic, there is no analog of Prop. III.4, and so we
do not need additional information on this special case.
Next, we turn to an analog of Prop. III.5.
Proposition III.11 (meromorphic continuation): The function G admits the representation
G(r,a+ ,a_ ;z)=

II

(3. 117)

m,n- I

and z, provided
positive,
Re(a_r)
and
Re(a+r)
with
,a_
r,a+
Fixing
plane.
half
right
the
in
stay
a+r and a_r
( 3.108 ),
and
3.107)
(
at
located
are
poles
and
zeros
whose
function
meromorphic
a
one obtains
resp.
Proof It suffices to prove (3.117), since the remaining assertions are clear from this formula.
To this end we observe that the numerator infinite product is the downward iteration solution to
both of the ALiEs

It can be analytically continued to a function that is meromorphic in r,a + ,a

F(z+ia 8!2) _

. 12 )-R
F( z-w
8

(-)

.7

(a_ 8 ,~),

8=+,-,

(3.118)

with

R(-\a;z)=

II

(I-e-(2k-l)are-2irz).

k-1

(3.119)

Similarly, the denominator infinite product is the upward iteration solution to
.
F(z+iaJ2) _ (+)
F(z-iaJ2) -R (a_8,Z),

o=+,-,

(3.120)

with
(3.121)

cf. (2. l)-(2.5). But we have
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(3.122)
cf. (3.94), so the rhs G of (3.117) solves the AA.E (3.100). Since both solutions G and ij are
7T/r-periodic;_ have no zeros and poles in the strip IImzl ~aof2, and satisfy G(O) = G(O) =I, we
deduce G=G.
0
We continue by detailing the relation of the elliptic G-function to the hyperbolic
G-function. This relation is the first instance of a general type of limiting transition between
meromorphic functions that will reappear several times. Therefore, it is convenient to introduce a
term referring to the type of limit involved.
To this end, assume f p(z) is a family of meromorphic functions parametrized by p E cN. We
shall say that f p(z) converges mero-uniformly to a meromorphic function f(z) as p--+ p 0 whenever one has fp(z)-+f(z) uniformly on compacts not containing poles of f(z), and
llf (z)-+ l/f(z) uniformly on compacts not containing zeros of f(z). (Equivalently, viewing
me:omorphic functions as holomorphic functions from C to the Riemann sphere P1, one has
f -+f mere-uniformly as p-+ Po iff the convergence is P 1-uniform on arbitrary C-compacts.)
P Defining the renormalized function
2

Gren(r,a+ ,a_ ;z)=G(r,a+ ,a_ ;z)exp( 6 . 7T Z .)
1ra+a-

(3.123)

we are now prepared for the next proposition.
Proposition III.12 (relation to hyperbolic G-function): Fixing a+ ,a_>O, one has

(3.124)

lim Gren(r,a+ ,a_ ;z)=G(a+ ,a_ ;z),
r!O

where the limit is mero-uniform.
Proof" Writing Gren= exp(ig renl, we obtain
"' 1 (
sin2n rz
z )
"'\:'
gren ( r,a+ ,a_ ;z ) =r /;;'1 nr 2shnra+shnra_ - nra+a-,'

zeS;

(3.125)

cf. (3.92). Comparing to (3.1), a routine dominated convergence argument now yields
lim gren(r,a+ ,a_ ;z)=g(a+ ,a_ ;z),

z eS,

(3.126)

r!O

unifonnly on S -compacts.
Next, we note that Gren satisfies the AA.E
G(z+ia+l2)
G(z-ia+l2)

-----=R

( )

-,ren

z

(3.127)

with

R -,ren (z)=exp(±_)R_(z)
.
6ra_

(3.128)

In view of (3.126) this entails that for IImz I~a_/2 we have
,a- ;z+ ia+f2)
1TZ
r1m R -,ren ( z)-- G(a+
=2ch-,
G(a+ ,a_ ;z- ia+f2)
a_
r !O
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where we used (3.4). Recalling (3.99) and the limit (2.92), we deduce
7T2

27T

)

(3.130)

(ic_)= - .
lim exp ( -6 a_
ra_
rlO

Using then (2.92) once more, one sees that (3.129) holds uniformly on C-compacts. Therefore, one
may exploit the AAE (3.127) and uniform convergence of Gren to G on S-compacts to obtain
uniform convergence on C-compacts that do not contain the poles z)k ,j, k E N, of G. Moreover,
(3.126) entails uniform convergence of I/Gren to l/G on S-compacts, so one can also use (3.127)
D
and (3.129) to infer l/Gren__, l/G uniformly on compacts not containing the zeros zj~.
As a corollary of the proof we obtain the limit
7T-ry )

lim rexp ( 6ra
r)O

IT
oc

7T

(I-e- 2nar) 2 =-,

(3.131)

a>O;

a

n=l

cf. (3.130) and (3.97). Equivalently, this can be written

a
)
1 )
"' I (' e - nra
lim ( ~ - - - - - -lnr =ln-,
7T
nra
rlO n= 1 n shnra

(3.132)

a>O.

The last proposition of this subsection is the analog of Prop. III.7 in the previous one. To state
it, we introduce the cut plane

C(r,d)=C\{ ± i[d/2,oo) + k7Tlrlk E Z},

r,d>O,

(3.133)

and define a branch g(r,A,a;z) of - ilnG in C(r,A +a) via (3.93) for IImzl <(A+ a)/2. Then we
set

da(r,A,X.,µ;z)

=g(r,A,a;z + iX.a)- g(r,A,a;z+ iµa),
Da(r,A;z)==ag(r,A,a;z),

z E C(r,A +a),

X.,µ

E

JR,
(3.134)

z E C(r,A +a)

(3.135)

(This should be compared to (3.83) and (3.84).)
Proposition III.13 (zero step size limits): One has
lim da(r,A,X.,µ;z)

= -i(X.- µ)lnR(r,A;z),

X.,µ ER,

(3.136)

a!O

lim Da(r,A;z)= - fzdwlnR(r,A;w) ,
a)O

(3.137)

Jo

uniformly on compact subsets of the cut plane C( r ,A) (3. 133 ). Here, In is real-valued for z and
w real, resp., and the integration path in (3.137) belongs to C( r ,A).
Proof: This follows in the same way as Prop. IIl.7, with (3.93), (the logarithm of) (3.95) and
Theorem II.7 playing the role of (3.1), (3.21) and Theorem II.4, resp. (Since the limits are
D
7T/r-periodic in the strip IImzl<A/2, one need only handle compacts in :)Br (2.113).)
In terms of G, (3 .136) reads
. G(r,A,a;z+ iX.a)
) =exp((X.-µ)lnR (r,A;z)),
. +·
limG(
r, A ,a,z 1µa
a)O
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uniformly on compacts in C( r ,A). Once more, the branch cuts arise from coalescence of zeros and
poles, cf. Prop. III.10.

c. The trigonometric case
The t~gonometric case ~s most ea~ily understood by viewing it as a limiting case of the elliptic
case. In view of (2.90), this should mvolve sending one of a+ ,a_ to oo. We shall fix a+=a
e ( 0, 00 ) and let a - =A go to 00 • To get finite limits, we clearly should shift z in an
A-dependent way. We take z~z-iA/2, and thus wind up with
G(r,a;z)= limG(r,a,A;z-iA/2).
A ..... oo

(3.139)

From the product representation (3 .117) it is immediate that this limit exists mero-uniformly,
yielding
G(r,a;z)=

IT

q=e-a'.

(l-q2m-le2irz)-I,

m=l

(3.140)

For Imz> -a/2 we can also evaluate the limit (3.139) by using (3.92); this yields the series
representation
00

G(r,a;z)=exp (

e2inrz )

L 2 hn ra
n=l ns

,

Imz>-a/2.

(3.141)

We continue by studying the trigonometric G-function just defined.
Proposition III.14 (defining A~E): The fu,nction G(r,a;z) is the upward iteration solution
to the AAE
G(z + ia/2)
.
- 1 e2 irz
-G-(z---ia-12-) - ·

(3.142)

Proof: This is clear from the product representation (3.140) [recall (2.1)-(2.4)].
0
Notice that the AAE (3.142) is not regular. However, a shift z-+z+ ia/2 (say) gives rise to a
regular AAE. Indeed, the function
00

ef>(z)=ln(l-exp(2ir(z+ia/2)))=-

L

n-lqneZinrz

(3.143)

n=l

satisfies the assumptions of Theorem II.4, and G(r,a;z+ ia/2) is a minimal solution to the associated multiplicative AAE. [Compare the logarithm of (3.141) with (2.106) to see this.] Observe
also that (3.142) agrees with the A-+oo limit of the elliptic AAE

. rr"" (l -e -2nAr)2 ·e irz s ( r, A·,z,
G(r,a,A;z-iAl2+ial2)
)
- - - - - - - - = - 2 zr
G(r,a,A;z-iA/2-ia/2)

(3.144)

n=t

cf. (3.100), (3.96)-(3.99), (3.139) and (2.90).
Proposition III.15 (automorphy properties): The function G is periodic with primitive
period 71"/ r. It obeys the multiplication formula
(3.145)
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the period doubling formula
G(2r,a;z) = G(r,a;z)G(r,a;z- n/2r),

(3.146)

the scaling relation
G(A. - 1 r ,A.a ;A.z) = G(r,a;z),

)\ E (O,co),

(3.147)

and the duplication formula

II

G(r,a;2z)=

u=

+, -

G(r,a;z-i<Jal4)G(r,a;z-i(J'a /4- n/2r).

(3.148)

Proof These properties follow from the series representation (3.141) in the same way as in
the two previous cases.
.
D
Proposition III.16 (zeros, poles, residues): The function G(z) has no zeros and simple poles
given by
Zjk=jn!r-ia(k+l/2),
The residues at the poles Zjo ,j

E

jE'l,

kEN

(poles).

(3.149)

Z, are given by

r 0 =i(2rIT (1-q 2
n=I

and the residues at the remaining poles Zjk ,j

E

n))-

Z,k

E

1

= 2i

r

G(ia/2),

(3.150)

N*, are given by

k

(3.151)

rk=ro!II (1-q-2m).
m=I

Proof The first assertion is immediate from (3.140). The residues (3.150) follow either from
(3.109) by taking a limit, or directly from (3.140). Using
k

G(z+zok)=

II

(l-q- 2 me 2 irz)~ 1 G(z+zoo),

(3.152)

m=l

the residues at the remaining poles can now be obtained, yielding (3.151 ).
Proposition III.17 (asymptotics): The function G satisfies the bound
G(r,a;z) = 1 + O(exp( -2rimz) ),

Imz-+co,

0
(3.153)

uniformly for Rez E R.
Proof This estimate readily follows from the series representation (3.141).
0
Proposition III.18 (meromorphic continuation): The .function G can be analytically continued to a function that is meromorphic in r,a and z, provided ar stays in the right half plane.
Fixing r,a with Re(ar) >O, one obtains a meromorphic function without zeros and with simple
poles located at (3.149).
Proof This can be read off from the product representation (3.140).
0
The propositions derived thus far have elliptic and/or hyperbolic analogs. In the previous two
cases, however, the G-function satisfies G(z)G(- z) = 1, a relation that does not hold in the
trigonometric case. Instead, we have the following result.
Proposition III.19 (functional equation): The trigonometric G-function satisfies
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G(r,a;z)G(r,a;-z) =R(r,a;z)- 1,
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(3.154)

where the rhs is given by (3.93).
Proof" This is obvious from the series representations (3.141) and (3.95).

0

We point out that this functional equation may be seen as a footprint left by the second AD.E
satisfied by the elliptic G-function: Taking a-+a+, the rhs can be written R+(z)- 1, so (3.154)
can be deduced from (3.100) with 8= - and the limit (3.139).
Next, we introduce the function
G(r,1;0)
(rz 2
1
)
T(r;z)= G(r,l;-z)exp 2+izln(2r)-2ln'7T,

Rer>O.

(3.155)

This renormalized version of G(r,a;z) satisfies the AD.E
T(r;z+i/2)

T( r;z - i/2)

isinrz
=-r

(3.156)

and functional equation
.

·-

T(r,z)T(r,

__ 1

z)-

7T

2

.

s(r,l;z+i/2)

exp(rz +irz) s(r,l;i/2) .

Taking rlO, the right-hand sides of (3.156) and (3.157) obviously converge to iz and
[recall (2.92)], resp., in accordance with the next proposition.
Proposition 111.20 (relation to gamma function): One has
limT(r;z) = l/f (iz+ 112)

(3.157)
7T- 1ch7TZ

(3.158)

rlO

uniformly for z in C-compacts.
Proof" We begin by noting that it suffices to show that (3.158) holds uniformly on compacts

of the lower half plane (LHP). (Indeed, from (3.156) we have
i
i
T(r;z + ik) = -sinr(z + i(k-1/2)) · · · -sinr(z + il2)T(r;z).
r
r

(3.159)

so if (3.158) holds uniformly on LHP-compacts, then the rhs of (3.159) converges in the same
sense to
1
1
(iz- k+ 1/2)- . -(iz-1/2) f (iz + 112) = f (i(z+ ik) + 112)"

(3.160)

Hence, (3.158) follows for compacts of Imz:s=;;k). To this end we use the formula
e(z)=e(O)+ze'(O)+ tdw

f

wdse"(s)

0

(3.161)

to rewrite the logarithms of T(r;z) and l/f(iz+ 1/2). This yields
T(r;z)=exp( -}ln?T+izK(r)+ tdw

I:

dsh(r;s))

with
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"' nre-2inrz
h(r;z)=2r2:
+r,
n= I
Shnr

Imz<l/2,

(3.163)

00

K(r)=ln(2r)+

2:

hnr

n=l S

(3.164)
r

[cf. (3.155) and (3.141)] and

.1

f(zz+ 1/2)

=exp(- ~ln7T-iz\f!(~)
+ Jzdw rw dsh(s))
2
2
o Jo

(3.165)

with
h(z)=2

f "" dy ·ye--2iyz
-,
0

shy

Irnz< 1/2,

(3.166)

cf. (A37), (Al2), and (A33), (A34).
Comparing (3.163) and (3.166), we deduce
(3.167)

lim h(r;z)=h(z)
r10

uniformly on LHP-compacts. Comparing then (3.162) with (3.165), we see that it remains to show
lim K(r)=

-\f!(t).

(3.168)

r!O

To prove this, we use the ALiEs (3.156) and (A24) to write

T(r;- i) f(3/2)
T(r;O) f( 112)

r
= 2sh(r/2) ·

(3.169)

Due to (3.162) and (3.165), the lhs can be rewritten
(3.170)
and since the integral converges to 0 for rlO we now obtain (3.168). Therefore, the proof of the
proposition is complete.
D
Comparing the AiiEs (3.156) and (3.70), we deduce that the quotient
Q( r;z)

=T( r;z)I H(irl 7T;z),

Rer> 0,

(3.171)

of the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions is i-periodic. Moreover, comparing poles and zeros
of T and H, we deduce that Q is entire in z and has simple zeros at

z=-k7T!r+i(l+112),

kEN*,

lEZ.

(3.172)

Furthermore, recalling Prop. III.6, we infer
lim Q(r;z)= 1 (uniformly on compacts).
rlO
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Our last proposition concerns two zero step size limits that may be tied in with (3.136) and
(3.137) via (3.139). We set
C_(r,d) =C\{ - i[d/2,oo) + k1T!rjk E Z},

r>O,d-;:.O,

(3.174)

and define a branch g(r,a;z) of -ilnG in C_(r,a) by requiring
00

e2inrz

,
g(r,a;z)=-i ~ 2 h
n=l ns nra

Imz>-a/2,

(3.175)

cf. (3.141). Now we put

da(r,A.,µ;z)

=g(r,a;z + iA.a)- g(r,a ;z + iµa),
Da(r;z)=ag(r,a;z),

z E C_(r,a),

/...,µER,

z E C_(r,a).

(3.176)
(3.177)

(Compare this to (3.133)-(3.135).)

Proposition III.21 (zero step size limits): One has
Jim da(r,A.,µ;z)

= -i(A.- µ)ln(l -e 2 irz),

/...,µER,

(3.178)

alO

lim D a(r;z) = -J.z dwln( 1- e 2irw),

(3.179)

zoo

alO

uniformly on compact subsets of the cut plane C_(r,0) (3.174). Here, ln is real valued for
z,w E i(O,oo), and the integration path in (3.179) belongs to C_(r,O).
Proof' From (3.175) it readily follows that the proposition is valid when the cut plane
C_(r,0) is replaced by its upper half plane subset. Applying Theorem II.7 to the functions
fa(z)=da(z+ i) andfa(z)=Da(z+ i) (which satisfy the hypotheses of that theorem for a0 small
D

enough), one obtains validity for all of the cut plane.
Translated to G, the limit (3.178) becomes
lim
alO

G(r,a;z+iA.a)
.

G(r,a;z+zµa)

2·

=exp((A.-µ)ln(l-e "Z)),

/...,µER,

(3.180)

uniformly on compact subsets of the cut plane C_(r,0). Just as in the previous two cases [cf.
(3.91) and (3.138)], this formula is evident from the defining AAE when A. - µ is an integer. For
A. - µ $ Z, the branch cuts in the lower half plane arise from the coalescence of poles and zeros
that can be read off from (3.149).
We conclude this subsection by detailing the relation of the trigonometric G-function
G(r,a;z) to the q:.garnma function fq(z). Recall the latter is given by (cf., e.g., Ref. 4, p. 16)
(1 -n)
-q
r q(z )--c 1-qJ;;-\l-zn
n=l (1-qz+n ')'
oo

(3.181)

Comparing this to the product formula (3.140) for G, we see that when we take
(3.182)
we may write G as
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::;\ - i.' .
If2) ( i -q,
G(r,a;az)=fq{-1z+

112

IT (i -q-n) -

·

(3.183)

r)) .

(3.184)

n=I

1

From this we readily obtain [recall (3.155)]
T(r;z)=

fq{l/2)

1

(.

rz 2

exp --ln1T+--izln
2
2
r q{iz+ 1/2)

(1-e- 2
2r

Using these relations, some of the above results can be translated in terms of r q' recovering
results that have been obtained by several authors, cf. Ref. 4 and references given there.

IV. SCATIERING FUNCTIONS
A. The hyperbolic case

We present our results on the hyperbolic scattering function u(a+ ,a_ ,b;z) in a form that
anticipates our account of the elliptic case. First of all, we define u by
G(z- ib + i(a+ +a _)/2)G(z+ ib- i(a+ +a_ )/2)
u(z)=

G(z-i(a+-a_)/2)G(z+i(a+-a_)J2)

(4.1)

'

where G(z)=G(a+,a_ ;z) is the hyperbolic G-function from Subsection IIIA. In (4.1) and in
many later formulas, the dependence on a+ and a_ is suppressed. This should cause no confusion,
since u-just like G-satisfies
u(a+ ,a_ ;z) = u(a_ ,a+ ;z),

(4.2)

cf. (3.23). Similarly, the automorphy properties (3.22) and (3.24) yield
u(-z)=l/u(z),
u(f..a+ ,f..a_ ,f..b;f..z)=u(a+ ,a_ ,b;z),

(4.3)
f..

E

(O,oo).

(4.4)

By virtue of Prop. III.5 the u-function is meromorphic in a+ ,a_ ,b and z, provided the
quotient a+ la_ stays away from the negative real axis. As a rule, however, we restrict our
considerations to parameters in the set
(4.5)
This choice corresponds to physical applications; in particular, it guarantees u(x)
J

J

=1

for real

x.
Next, we observe that the AAEs (3.4) entail that u solves the AAEs
u(z + iaof2)

s_ 0(z-

u(z- ia o/2)

ib + iaof2)s_ 8(z + ib- iaof2)

s_ 0 (z

(4.6)

+ iaof2)s _ 8(z- iaof2)

where we have introduced

so(z)=

sh( 1TZla 8 )
,
I
1T

as

8=+,-.

(This .definition mimicks the elliptic definition (3.98), cf. (2.92).) Fixing 8
(4.6) is regular unless the parameters (a+ ,a_ ,b) belong to the planes
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(4.8)

or
(4.9)

These planes separate the region .91! (4.5) into infinitely many connected components, one of
which reads
(4.10)

Choosing parameters in .JB8 , the u-function may now be characterized as the unique minimal
solution to the A6.E (4.6) that satisfies
u(O)=l,

lu(x)l=l,

(4.11)

xER.

Indeed, the pole/zero properties of the G-function (cf. Prop. III.3) entail that u (4.1) is a regular
solution to (4.6) if and only if (a+ ,a_ ,b) E ./6 8 • Moreover, for all (a+ ,a_ ,b) E ~one has
u(z) =exp(

±~(b-a+)(b-a_))
+ O(exp( ± (
a+a-

27Tlam)z)),

E-

Rez-+ ±co, (4.12)

uniformly for Im z in IR-compacts, cf. Prop. III.4. Therefore, u is indeed a minimal solution to
(4.6) for parameters in .3& 8 (4.10). From Theorem 11.1 and (4.11) one now easily deduces the
above uniqueness assertion.
It should be remarked at this point that the A6.E (4.6) does admit minimal solutions whenever
the parameters do not belong to the planes (4.8) and (4.9). Indeed, this readily follows from
Section II. More concretely, a minimal solution can be constructed by multiplying u(z) by finitely
many factors of the form s 8 ( z - p) Is 8( z + p) that cancel the poles and zeros of u ( z) in the strip
IImzl <a 8/2. (Observe that u(z) has no poles and zeros for IImzl =aaf2 unless (4.8) or (4.9) holds
true.)
Since the rhs of (4.6) is a_ 0 periodic in b, the quotient u(b+a_ 8 ;z)/u(b;z) is
ia 0 periodic in z. Specifically, one obtains from (4.1) and (3.4)
u(b+a_ 0 ;z)
u(b;z)

Therefore, iteration yields (taking k+ ,L
u(b+k+a++La_ ;z) =
u(b;z)

E

fI

IT

o=+,-

j 0 =1

s 8(z+ib)
s 8(z-ib) ·

(4.13)

Z)
s_ 0(z+i(k 0 !lk 0 i)

(b-asf2)+iao(Js- 1/2)).

(z-+-z)
(4.14)

Next, we introduce the parameter subset

.2:1={(a+ ,a_ ,b) E.J01b=k+a+ +k_a_ ,k+ ,k_ E Z}

(4.15)

of .J!I: (4.5). Since the numbers k+a ++La_ ,k+ ,k_ E 1:'.., are dense in IR whenever a+ /a_ El: Q,
the subset §I! is dense in .Jlt. Now from (4.1) we read off
u(a+ ,a_ ,a+ ;z)=u(a+ ,a_ ,a_ ;z)= 1

and also, using (3.4),
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u(a+ ,a_,O;z)= -1.

(4.17)

O, j<O,
O(j)= 1, ">0

(4.19)

Hence, (4.14) yields

with

{

J

'

and
kl
eZ.
'

=(-)k+l+I '
Ck,1-

(4.20)

In words, the u-function is an elementary function for parameters in the dense subset §tJ of 5li!. (Of
course, whenever a_la+ is a rational number, there exist infinitely many distinct pairs (k,l)
E Z2 for which the number ka ++la_ is the same; this yields different representations for the
same function.)
We continue by noting the symmetry property
u(b;z) = u(a+ +a_ -b;z),

(4.21)

which can be read off from (4.1). Combining this with (4.14) (taking k+ ,k _ = 1 ), we deduce
u(-b;z)
u(b;z)

s+(z+ib) s_(z+ib)
s+(z-ib) s_(z-ib) ·

(4.22)

Since this parameter transformation leaves !325 (4.15) invariant, it does not give rise to additional
elementary representations for u.
Next, we derive analogs of the multiplication formula (3.25). First, we use (4.1) to get

)-IIM G(z-ib+i(a+l2)+i(a_/2)+i(a+IM)(l-j))

a+
.
u ( M'a_,b,z -

j=I

x

(
( a+l2)+i(a_/2)+i(a+IM)(M-j))
Gz-i

G(z+ib-i(a+l2)-i(a_/2) +i(a+IM) (M-j))
G(z+i(a+l2)-i(a_J2)+i(a+IM)(l-j))

<4 ·23 )

with G(z)=G(a+ ,a_ ;z). Rearranging and using (4.1) once more, we deduce

u(

~,a_ ,b;z) =u(a+ ,a_ ,b;z) Jj: u( a+ ,a_ ,b;z+ ik ~)
1

1

G(z+ik(a+IM)-ib+i(a_/2)-i(a+l2))
x -::::-;---:-:-:;---,..--.----_:_---;__;__.:...:_

G(z+ ik (a+ IM) -ib+i (a_/2) + i (a +12))

G(z+ik(a+IM)-i(a_/2) +i(a+/2))
G(z+ik(a+IM)-i(a_/2)-i(a+/2)) ·

X-::::-;--,..--:-;-;---:-:--.---:----:---_:_...:...:_

This can be simplified by using the A.6.E (3.4), which yields
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a+)Mrr-1

(
.
s_(z+i}a+IM)
_ u a+,a_,b;z+lkM..
(·-·b+··
IM)" (4.25)
k-o
=1
s_
" z
11a+
1

M-lMII-l

Equivalently, we may also rearrange (4.23) to get
a+

. )- -

u ( M'a_,b,z -(

)

M-IMII-l
k=O

(

.

a+)Mrr-l

.

u a+,a_,b,z-1k-M .

1 =1

s_(z+ib-i}a+IM)
( _ ..
/M) . (4.26)
s_ z 11a+

Substituting a_ -+a_/N in the formulas (4.25) and (4.26), and using first (4.2) and then one of
these formulas again, one obtains four representations for u(a+IM,a_JN,b;z) in tenns of
u( a+ ,a_ , b ;z) and sh-quotients.
The choices b =a +12 or b =a _/2 yield the sine-Gordon soliton-soliton S-matrix. Taking
b=a+l2, it follows from (4.18) that there exists a dense set of a_-choices yielding an elementary
u. Specifically, choosing a_= a +O + 2j)/2l with j E N,l E N*, we have b =a +12= la_ - ja + .
Thus, setting
(4.27)
we deduce from (4.18)
.

_ ITj sh1Taji 1(z+im1T/IT-i sh(z+ikaj 1)

u( n,ajl ,n/2,z)-

(

m=l

z-+-z

)

k=l

(

z-+-z

)

(sG).

(4.28)

We proceed by obtaining and studying integral representations. In view of (3.1) and (3.3), we
may rewrite u (4.1) as
u(z) =exp(E(z))

(4.29)

with

f

00

E(z)=2i

dy sh(a+-b)ysh(a_-b)y.
sm2yz.
sha+ysha_y

o y

(4.30)

Clearly, the integral converges absolutely provided
IImzl<d(a+ ,a_ ,b)/2,

(4.31)

d(a+ ,a_ ,b)=a+ +a_ -la+ -bl-\a_ -b\.

(4.32)

where

In particular, one has
(4.33)
cf. (4.10). This bound amounts to the regularity of u(z) in 3& 0 , viewed as a solution to (4.6): u
has no poles and zeros in the strip jimz\~ao/2 when (a+ ,a_ ,b) E JC.o·
More generally, setting
ff'={(a+ ,a_ ,b) E Jl61b E (O,a ++a_)},
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the representation (4.29) makes sense and holds true in a strip around the real z-axis if and only if
the parameters belong to W. Indeed, one easily verifies

d(a+ ,a_ ,b)>O<=>(a+ ,a_ ,b) E W:

(4.35)

Observe that .~ + U ~ _ is a proper subset of 13'.
Letting 1Imzl<asf2 and choosing parameters in .~ 8 • we can derive a second integral representation from Theorems II.3 and II.2, as applied to the AilE (4.6). From (4.29) and (4.30) we read
off that the minimum integer k in Theorem II.3 equals l. Setting
=

<Pi.z)-In
with In real for

z real,

(

s _J...z- ib+ iag/2)s_J...z + ib- iag/2))
s_ 8(z + ia al2)s_ ,s(z- iasf2)

(4.36)

we now deduce

E(z)= -2 .1
za 8

J"' dxef> 8(x)th-(z-x),
1T
a

(a+ ,a_ ,b) e~8•

8

-oo

IIrnzl <asf2.

(4.37)

(Indeed, both lhs and rhs vanish for z = 0, and equality of derivatives is easily derived via (2.27)
with a-+a 8 and </J(u)-+ef>'a(u).) Notice that the integral on the rhs converges absolutely for real
z and any (a+ ,a_ ,b) e ..%"; even so, (4.37) is in general false for parameters not belonging to
-9& 8 . Note also that for parameters in ..9B+ n.~- one gets two different representations without
manifest a+-a- symmetry.
Using the identity (A42) we can rewrite (4.37) as

E(z)=

sh(21Tz!a 8) {"'
<Pl..x)dx
ia 8
ch(21Tzla 8)+ch(21Txla8)'

IIrnzl<ag/2.

Jo

(4.38)
Combining this with (A43), (A44) and the Plancherel relation for the cosine transform, one
recovers the symmetric representation (4.30).
We proceed by deriving yet another asymmetric representation for the u-function, in terms of
an infinite product of gamma functions. (Somewhat surprisingly, this representation is not an easy
consequence of (3.63), (3.64) and (3.67).) First, we introduce

y1(p,g,s)=f (s+ 1 + l! p)f ( -s+ g+ l/ p)f (s+ l! p)f ( -s+ 1- g+ l/ p)l(s-+ -s),
(4.39)
where l e N,p e c-,g,s e C. Fixing l,g,s and taking p>O and small enough, we may invoke
(A45) to deduce

(f

n(p,g,s)=exp 4

00dy sh(g-1 )ysh2syshgy _ 21 / )
e yp
o y
shy

•

(4.40)

This representation is well defined and valid for

lRe(p- 1)>jRegl +I Res i.

(4.41)

By virtue of (B18) it can be rewritten

y 1(p,g,s)=exp( 4

J:

e- 2111 Pf3(g-1,2s,g,t)dt).
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Next, we assert that the function
N

TI
N_,,,, l=l

P(p,g,s)= lim

y1(p,g,s)

(4.43)

c-

c- c2

is well define~ and meromorphic in
X C2 . To prove this, we fix a compact Kc x and put
w=2ll p. Lettmg (p,~,s) vary ~ver K, we can ensure (by taking l~L with L large enough) that
the bound (B21) applies for a suitable X E (0,7T/2) and R (depending on K). Thus we deduce that
"II is analytic on K and satisfies
(4.44)

rrf=L

Consequently, the function
Yi converges uniformly on K to an analytic function for
N-too, and the assertion easily follows.
We claim that u can be written

u(a+ ,a_ ,b;z)=

rU=-+1 )r(-~+~)
~a_

(

a_

z-t-z

p(a_ .~. iz ).
a+ a_ a_

(4.45)

Since we already know that u is meromorphic for (a_ la+ ,b,z) e c- XC2, we need only prove
this for z=x e R and parameters in W (4.34). To this end we show that the rhs is given by
exp(E(x)) (with E(x) defined by (4.30)): Using (A45) and (4.40) we have (with g=b/a_)

r(~+1)r(-~+g)
a_
a_
TI
N

(x-+-x)

1=1

(

a_
a+

. )
zx
a_

'YI -,g,-

(f

dy sh(l-g)ysin{2xy/a_)(
~
))
e-gy_2shgy~ exp(-2lya+fa_)
o y
shy
t=t
00

=exp 2i

-b)ysin(2xy) ( -by(
(·fo -dyy sh(a_sha_ysha+Y
e
e
00

a

=exp z

y_ -a+Y)
e

+

+ (e-by_ebY)e-a+Y(l-e-2a+NY))).

(4.46)

A dominated convergence argument now shows that we may take N _.. 00 under the integral sign,
.
.
yielding the limit exp( E (x)), as claimed.
We conclude this subsection by deriving four distinct limits of the u-funct1on, usmg parameters
a+=1T,a_=f3v,b=f3vg,

{3,v>O,

geR.

(4.47)

First, we assert that

lim u( 1T,{3v,{3vg;{3p) =

re: +1)r(- i: +g)
(p-t- p)

(IInr limit),

(4.48)

,810

where the limit is mero-uniform in p. To show this, we use (4.1), (3.22), (3.24) and (3.69) to write
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u( 7T,{3v,{3vg ;f3p) =

H(p; plv -ig+ i/2)H(p;- pi v - i/2)
(
)
,
p-+-p

(4 .49)

p= {3vl 7T.

Then the assertion follows from (3.72).
The formula (4.48) can be interpreted as the (nonrelativistic) IInr limit of the (relativistic)
IIrei S-matrix, cf. Ref. 1, Eq. (3.45). It can also be derived from the product representation (4.45).
Indeed, one has
(4.50)

lim P(p,g,s)= 1
p10

uniformly for g,s in a fixed compact BCC2• To verify this, note first that yi(p,g,s) (4.39) is
analytic in B for p>O small enough, and given by (4.40). From this representation it follows that
y 1(p,g,s) converges to 1 as plO, uniformly for (g,s) E B. Next, observe that for p:s;;;e: (with E
depending only on B) one may use (4.42) and the bound (B21) with w=2llp to deduce
(4.51)
Clearly, this bound suffices to dominate the I-dependence, so one infers P-+ 1, uniformly on B.
The next limit amounts to taking the Ire! limit of the dual IIrel S-matrix, cf. Ref. 1: We claim
limu('IT,{3v,{3vg;vx)=exp(i7T(l-g)),

XE~o

(Ire!

limit),

(4.52)

.B!O

where the limit is uniform on compacts of ~o (2.73). Before proving this, let us note that the
restriction on x is essential: for Rex<O one obtains the complex conjugate phase factor by virtue
of (4.3). (Forget: Z, the poles and zeros of u become dense on the imaginary axis as /310, cf. (4.1)
and Prop. III.3.) Observe also that the phase amounts to a limit of the phase in (4.12).
To prove (4.52), we use the product representation (4.45) and several results from Appendix
B. First, we handle the prefactor

Q.s(g,x)=

f(ixl /3 + l)f ( - ixl {3 + g)
( x-+-x )

(4.53)

It can be rewritten

ix

Q (g x)=e;"(l-g)(f(w++l) e(g-l)lnw+)(f(w_+g) e(l-g)lnw_)
.B

'

f(w++g)

f(w_+ 1)

'

W:t=± 13 . (4.54)

Using (B23) to rewrite the functions in brackets, and letting x vary over a fixed compact
KCJ&0 , we now exploit the bound (B20). First, taking R=l+lgl and x=7T/4 (say), one can
ensure w + , w _ E S R,x for all x E K by choosing f3 small enough. Then it follows from (B20) that
lim Q.s(g,x) =exp(i7T( 1 - g))

(4.55)

,810

uniformly for x E K. (This may be viewed as the IInr-+Inr S-matrix limit, cf. Ref. 1, Eq. (3.45).)
It remains to prove
lim P(p,g,iylp)= 1
p10

uniformly on compacts of {Rey>O}. To this end we first use (4.39) and (B23) to write
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Y1(p,g ,iy! P) = exp($2( ( iy + l)! p,l,g) +.£2( ( - iy + l)I p,g, I)+ ..:6 2((iy +1)1 p,0,1- g)

+..25'2( ( -

iy + /)/ p,1- g ,0)).

(4.57)

Next, we let y vary over a compact KC9B0 , and use the bound (B20) in the same way as before
to infer that Yz-+ 1 for plO, uniformly on K.
As a c~ns.equence, (4.56) will follow provided we can supply a bound controlling the interchange of hm1ts N-+ ro and p l 0. Now the estimate (B20) is not sufficiently strong, since it only
leads to 1/l-decrease of IY1 - l j, and the sequence ( 1, 1/2, 1/3, ... ) is not in t 1. But we can obtain
a suitable bound by combining the representation (4.42) with the estimates (B2l) and (B26). as
follows.
We begin by observing that (4.42) and (Bl5) entail

Yz(p,g ,iyl p) =exp( 4 . .~'3 (211 p,g - l,g ,2iy/ p) ).

(4.58)

Letting y vary over K and choosing p E ( O,c] with e: small enough, we may take r 3 =c K Ip in the
bound (B21) on $ 3 . Choosing now x=O,R=(cK+ l)lp and L>(cK+ 1)/2, we deduce

(11

2iy) ipyg(g-1)1 p 3
c
::;;472C3,
z2
I$3 p,g-1,g,p -

pE(O,c],

/-;:.L,

yEK.

(4.59)

Next, we use the bound (B26) to majorize the rhs of (4.59) by Cp/l 2 . By dominated convergence,
this suffices to conclude that the function TI7=L y 1 converges to I as PlO, uniformly on K. Since
we have already shown that y 1-+ 1 uniformly on K for all /-;:. 1, we may now deduce (4.56).
(Notice that (4.58) and (B21) are not adequate for showing y 1-+ I for small I; this is why we used
(4.57) and (B 19).)
Alternatively, (4.52) can be derived as a corollary of Prop. III.7. Indeed, from (4.1) we have

G( 'TT,a;z + i 7T/2+ia(1/2- g)) G( 'TT,a;z- i 'TT/2+ ia(g-112))
G(7r,a;z-i'TTl2+ia/2)
·
G(7r,a;z+i7r/2-ia/2)
u('TT,a,ag;z)=

(4·60 )

Thus, we may use (3.91) with Rez>O to deduce the limit (4.52).
It is of interest to reconsider this limit in the setting of Theorem Il.4. Choosing, e.g., g
E (1/2,1), one can take fa(Z) equal to azlnu('TT,a,ag;z); letting a_,O, one gets sm(a)_,0 and
f aCz)-+O uniformly on compacts in the left and right half planes. Even so, fa(z) does not remain
bounded near the origin, since u(z) has distinct limits in the left and right half planes.
We continue by obtaining a third limit of the u-function, keeping the parameters (4.47), but
now taking b fixed while letting .B l 0. Specifically, we claim

r(

ip

+ 1)

~~exp(- 2;1n( 2:nb))u(7r,,Bv,b;,Bp)= (p~-p) exp( 2;ln(2v)),
b E (0,7r)

(Vlnr limit),

(4.61)

where the limit is mero-uniform. The function on the rhs may be viewed as the (nonrelativistic
Toda) Vlnr S-matrix, cf. Ref. 1, Eq. (3.45). The limiting transition 1Ire1--t Vlnr is readily ~o~trolled
at the level of the Poisson commuting classical Hamiltonians, cf. the paragraph contammg Eq.
(3.87) in Ref. 2. Formally, it also holds true for the corresponding quantum Hamiltonians_. The
S-matrix limit (4.61) agrees with the obvious conjecture that the limit holds true for the _smta?Iy
normalized (reduced N = 2) eigenfunctions; the plane wave factor on the lhs reflects the diverging
position shift (3.87) in Ref. 2.
To prove (4.61), we begin by observing that
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. r(- ip +g)

21p
)
lim exp ( -Ing
gfoo

V

v

( _..... _ )

p

p

=1

(4.62)

unifonnly on p-compacts. (This limit amounts to the IInr____. VInr S-matrix limit, cf. Ref. 1, Eq.
(3.45), and the paragraph containing Eq. (2.116) in Ref. 2.) Indeed, this follows from (B23) and
(B20) (taking w=g) in a by now familiar way. As a result, (4.61) will follow once we show

~~ P(p,b!?Tp,s)=exp( 2sln( si~b)),

(4.63)

b E (0,?T),

unifonnly ons-compacts.
To prove (4.63), we write

y 1(p,bl ?Tp,s) = exp(.22(l/ p,s + 1,-s + 1) )exp(S'2(ll p,s, - s))
X exp($2((17T+ b )f ?Tp, -s,s))
X exp($2((l ?T-b )I 7Tp, -

s + l,s + 1) )exp( - 2sln(l - b 2 /l 2 ?T 2 )). (4.64)

Since b e (0,7T), we have l?Ti:.b>O, and so we conclude using (B20)
lim -y1(p,b/?Tp,s)=exp(-2sln(l-b 2!l 2 ?T 2))

(4.65)

plO

uniformly ons-compacts. Now from (A23)-(A25) [with a=O, cf. (A28)] one derives the wellknown identity
sinb- rr"° ( 1-1'2-2.
b2 )
b
/=I
[-'TT'

(4.66)

Using this on the rhs of (4.63) and comparing with (4.65), we infer that we need only supply a
bound that is sufficiently strong to render the interchange of limits legitimate.
The bound (B20) leads to an O(l- 1)-majorization, so it is not strong enough. Just as in the
previous case, we will now derive on O(l- 2 ) estimate (for l sufficiently large) by combining
(B21) and (B26). To this purpose we observe that we may write
n(p,bf 7Tp,s) =exp( 4$3 (2l/ p, - 1+bi7rp,2s ,b!?Tp)),

(4.67)

cf. (4.42) and (BIS). For.sin a compact BCC and p E (0,E] with€ small enough, we can take
r 3 =c 8 / p in (B21). Choosing then x=O,R= (c 8 + 1)/ p and L>(c 8 + 1)/2, we obtain
pE(O,€),

l~L.

s EB. (4.68)

Using now (B26), we obtain an upper bound C/1 2 on the rhs. As before, this suffices to conclude
that (4.63) holds true. The upshot is that the proof of (4.61) is now complete.
As a corollary of (4.61), we can obtain the integral
f(l + iz)
( sh2'TT'Z {""
dt
( 4 ))
-f-(1---iz-) =exp -2-i-Jo ch27rz+ch7rt 1n -t2_+_1 '
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Indeed, combining the integral
sh27TZ

f"'

dt

o ch27rz+ch7rt

=2

(4.70)

z,

(which results from (A43), e.g.), with (4.29), (4.38) and (4.36), we obtain
exp( -2izln( s!:ib)) u( 1T,f3,b;f3z)
_
(sh27TZJ"'
dt
(sh2 f3t/2+sin 2 (b-f3/2) 132 ))
- exp - ln --..,...-----.,.--2i
o ch27rz+ch7rt
sh2{3t/2+sin2f3!2 · sin2b '

(4.71)

where /3 e (O,b/2),b e (0,7T), !Imz!< 112. A straightforward dominated convergence argument
now shows that the rhs of (4.71) converges to the rhs of (4.69) for /310. From (4.61) we see that
the lhs converges to the lbs of (4.69), so (4.69) results ..
Finally, we obtain a limit that may be viewed as the classical limit of the quantum II
. To th"1s end we introduce
re!
S-matnx.
Ln(P )= ihlnu( 1T,h!A.,b;p ),

(A.,b,p) e (O,oo) X (0,7r) X.A30 ,

(4.72)

with lnu~o for p~o, h>O denoting Planck's constant. We now claim that
.
( sh(p + ib )sh(p- ib ))
hmapLli(p)=A.In
h

s p

li~o

(classical limit)

(4.73)

uniformly on compact subsets of the right half plane .JB0 , with In real valued for p>O. (The rhs
amounts to the classical IIreI phase shift, cf. Ref. 1, Eq. (2.75) with /3= 1.)
To prove this claim, we substitute ag~b in (4.60) and use (3.83) and (3.84) to write
ialnu( 1T,a,b;z) = - D a(z+ i 1T/2- ib )- D a(z- i 7T/2+ ib) + D a(z + i7r/2) + Da(z-i 1rl2)
-ada(l/2,0;z+ i1T/2-ib )-ada(-1/2,0;z-i7T/2+ ib)

+ ada( -

112,0;z+ i7T/2) + ada(I/2,0;z- i 7T/2).

(4.74)

Taking a~o. the limit of (4.74) exists uniformly on compacts in ~o by virtue of (3.85) and
(3.86). Taking z-derivatives, one readily obtains a limit that amounts to (4.73).
B. The elliptic case
The elliptic scattering function is defined in terms of the elliptic G-function from Subsection
III B via (4.1). In view of Prop. III.11, this yields a function that is meromorphic in r,a+ ,a_ ,b
and z, as long as a+r and a_r stay in the right half plane. We shall from now on restrict the
parameters to
(4.75)

z with

primitive period

u(2r,a+ ,a_ ,b;z)=u(r,a+ ,a_ ,b;z)u(r,a+ ,a_ ,b;z-7T/2r),

(4.76)

cf. (4.5). By virtue of Prop. III.9 the elliptic u-function is periodic in
1Tlr; moreover, it satisfies (4.2), (4.3), and

u(A. - 1r,A.a+ ,A.a_ ,A.b;A.z)=u(r,a+ ,a_ ,b;z),

A. e(0, 00 ).
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Recalling (3.96)-(3.100), and using also (2.91), we see that u solves the A~Es
u(z + iafi2)
s_ 8(z-ib + iatf2)s_ 8(z+ ib- iafi2)
2
u(z-iaof2) ==exp( r(aa-b))
s_a(z+iaJ2)s_ 8(z-ia;/2)

<4 ·78 )

It now follows just as in the hyperbolic case that u is a regular solution to (4.78) if and only if
(a+ ,a_ ,b) E J& 8 . Since u is n/r-periodic in z, the latter restriction also ensures that u is the
unique minimal solution satisfying (4.11). Furthermore, with (4.6) replaced by (4.78), the remark
below (4.12) applies verbatim to the elliptic case.
Using (3.100) and (2.91) we now obtain the analog of (4.13):
u(b+a_ 8 ;z)
u(b;z)

= -e 2 irz

s 0(z+ib)
sa(z-ib)"

(4. 79)

To simplify the iterations of these ALiEs, we use the formula
s(r,a;z++ina)
s(r,a;z_ -ina)

------=e

_2

( + l
irnz+ z_

s(r,a;z+)
s(r,a;z_)'

nEN,

(4.80)

which follows from (2.91). Then we obtain once more the relation (4.14), but now with an extra
factor exp(2irz(k+ + k_ -2k+L)) on the rhs. Noting the elliptic analog
u(r,a+ ,a_ ,a+ ;z)=u(r,a+ ,a_ ,a_ ;z)= 1

(4.81)

of (4.16), we deduce the elliptic analog
u(r,a+ ,a_,O;z)= -e- 2 irz

(4.82)

of (4.17) and, more generally, the explicit formula (4.18), with (4.20) replaced by
ck,t'== ( - )k+t+ 1exp(2irz(k+ l- 2kl- 1)),

k,l E 'l

(4.83)

It is clear that the symmetry property (4.21) continues to hold in the elliptic case. Moreover,
it leads again to the relation (4.22) between u(-b;z) and u(b;z). Next, we note that (4.23) still
holds true, since the elliptic G-function satisfies the multiplication formula (3.25). Hence, (4.24)
follows as before. Using the ALiEs (3.100) and (2.91) we then obtain as the analogs of (4.25) and
(4.26)
u( r,

~,a_ ,b;z) =( - )M- 1exp(ir(M- l )(2Mz+ ia+ -ib ))

·Il u(
1

k=O

1

r,a+ ,a_ ,b;z+ik a+)rr
s_(z+ ija+ JM)
M j=I s_(z-ib+i}a+IM)

(4.84)

and
u( r,

~,a_ ,b;z) = (- )M- 1exp(ir(M- l )(2Mz-ia+ + ib ))

rr

M-1

·

k=O

(

. .

a+)
u r,a+ ,a_ ,b,z-ikM

IJ

M-1
j=I

s_(z+ib-ija+IM)
-------s_(z-i}a+IM) .
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Once more, a++--+ a - s~mmetry can now be used to obtain four distinct representations for
u(r,a +IM ,a_ IN,b;z) m terms of u(r,a+ ,a_ ,b;z) and s-quotients.
The choices b =a +12 or b = a_/2 yield the XYZ soliton-soliton S-matrix. Thus it follows
from (4.18) and (4.83) that the counterpart of (4.28) reads

u(r,7T,O:jz ,7T/2;z)=exp(2irz( l-j+2lj-1 ))

. IT
j

1-1

.

(

s .r.ajl ;z+1m7T)IT s(r,7T;z+ika11 )
(z-*-z)

m=I

k=l

(z-.-z)

(XYZ).

(4.86)

Next, we use (4.1), (3.92) and (3.3) to obtain
')
. ~ sh(a+-b)nrsh(a_ -b)nr
sin2nrz .
. .
u(z)=exp(E(z))=ex p ( 21.L.J
,

n=l

.

nsha+nrsha_nr

(4.87)

The series converges absolutely if and only if (4.31) holds true. As before, regularity of u(z) for
parameters in .:1158 can be read off from (4.33). Furthermore, the series representation (4.87) is
valid for real z iff the parameters belong to the convergence region (4.34).
Choosing (a + , a_ , b) E J& 8 and introducing

_

(·s-8(z-ib+iaof2)s_ 8(z+ib. -iaof2))
+2r(a 8 -b)
( 7 - .za of2)
. 8( -. +.za of?)
~s_ 8 ~
s_
1

<;b8(z)=ln.

7

with In real for z real, we can combine (4.78) and (4.87) to deduce that
assumptions (2.100)-(2.102) of Theorem Il.5. Therefore, (2.107) yields
I
E(z)= -2 .
l 7T

f 1Tl2r dyc/> (y)K(r,a
- rr/2r

8

8

rp 0-{z)

;z-y),

(4.88)
satisfies the

(4.89)

This representation amounts to the elliptic counterpart of (4.37). Once more, the restriction on the
parameters is essential (though boundary points of Y6 8 belonging to ..% (4.5) can be allowed, of
course).
The product representation (3.117) for the elliptic G-function can be combined with (4.1) to
yield

u(r,a+ ,a_ ,b;z)=

IT

( l _ 2 q~m- l q2.._n-1 e -2ir:ch(b-(a ++a_ )/Z) + q~m-2q~n-2e -4ir:)
(z-+ - z)

m,n=!

( l _ lq~"- l q2.._n- l e2irzch(a +_a_ )/2 + q~"-2q~•-2e4ir:)

(z-*-z)

(4.90)
From this product representation one can read off meromorphy and pole/zero properties of
u(z). Notice that it is manifestly symmetric in a+ ,a_ , in contradistinction to the product representation (4.45) for the hyperbolic u-function.
We proceed by deriving four limits of the u-function. First, we observe that
lim u(r,a+ ,a_ ,b;z)=uhyp(a+ ,a_ ,b;z)

(IIrel limit),

r tO
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where the limit is mero-uniform. (Here, uhyp denotes the u-function from Subsection IV A.)
Indeed, in the definition (4.1) of the elliptic u-function we may replace the elliptic G-functions by
Gre 0 -functions, cf. (3.123). Then (4.91) is a consequence of Prop. IIl.12.
Second, we assert that the limit
lim u(r,a,A ,b ;z) = utrig(r,a,b ;z)

(IIIreI limit)

(4.92)

AT"'

exists mero-uniformly. (Here, utrig denotes the u-function studied in the next subsection.) To prove
this, we use (4.1) and (3.22) to write
G(r,a,A;z + ib- ia/2- iAl2)G(r,a,A; - z + ia/2- iA/2)
u(r.a,A,b;z) = G(r,a,A; - z + ib- ia/2- iA/2)G(r,a,A ;z + ia/2- iA/2) ·

(4.93)

Invoking now (3.139), we obtain the mero-uniform limit
G(r,a;z + ib- ia/2)G(r,a; - z + ia/2)
lim
u(r,a,A,b;z)
=
G( r,a,. _ z + z·b-.za 12 )G(
. +.za 12 ),
AT=<
r,a,z

(4.94)

which amounts to (4.92), cf. (4.100) below.
Third, fixing g E R, we claim that
lim u(r,A ,a,ag;z) =exp( ( 1 - g )(i 1T- 2irz) ),

z

E

..?tr

(IV nr limit),

(4.95)

a!O

uniformly on compacts in the period strip .:fRr (2.113). Indeed, from (4.93) and (3 .138) we obtain
lim u(r,A,a,ag;z) =exp(( 1- g )ln(R(r,A ;- z- iA/2)/R(r,A ;z- iA/2))

(4.96)

ajO

uniformly on compacts of .:/B,. Now the limit (4.95) easily results from (3.93).
We continue by examining this result in the setting of Subsection II C. Taking g E [1,2) and
a E (0,A/4), it entails that Theorem II.7 applies to f a(z) =lnu(r,A,a,ag;z). In this case f~(z) converges to the constant 2ir(g-1), uniformly on compacts KC.76,, but f~(z) diverges near
z = 0 as a--tO. Indeed, the 1Tlr-periodic function fa(x),x E lR, converges pointwise to a
7T/r-periodic function f(x) that has unequal limits for xlO and xT 1T/r (unless g = 1, of course).
Notice in this connection that it does not follow from the above that fa ( z) remains bounded in the
strip IImzl,,;;;a/2 as a--tO; we do not know whether this holds true.
We conclude this subsection by deriving the generalization of the classical limit (4.73). Thus
we define
L;, (z)= ihlnu(r,A ,hl'A.,b ;z),

(r ,'A.,b,z) E (O,oo ) 2 X ( O,A) X .JBr,

(4.97)

with lnu--tO for z--tO and h>O Planck's constant. Then we have
•

_

(

7
hma,Lli(,.)-A.ln
e

/i-.o

_

2 rbs(r,A;z+ib)s(r,A;z-ib))

(

s r,A;z)

2

(classical limit)

(4.98)

uniformly on an arbitrary compact KC./2" with ln real for z E (0,1T/r).
To prove this assertion, we exploit the obvious generalization of (4.74) and Prop. IIl.13 to
infer
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. . aI (
. )- (R(r,A;z+iA/2-ib)R(r,A;z-iA/2+ib))
1im
za z nu r,A,a,b,z -In
.
.
ato
R(r,A;z + zA/2)R(r,A ;z- zA/2)
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(4.99)

uniformly on K. Using (3.93) and (2.91), we see that this limit amounts to (4.98). Notice that the
limit can be understood from Theorem II.7 and (4.78), with alnu(z) playing the role of fa(z).
C. The trigonometric case

The trigonometric scattering function is defined by

G(z + ib- ia/2)G( - z + ia/2)
u(r,a,b;z) = G( - z+ ib- ia/2)G(z + ia/2)

(4.100)

with G(z)=G(r,a;z) denoting the trigonometric G-function (3.140). From the corresponding
product representation

(4.101)
we read off that u admits analytic continuation to a function that is meromorphic in r,a,b and
z, provided a r stays in the right half plane. However, in the sequel we restrict the parameters to

f={(r,a,b)lr>O,a>O,b ER}.

(4.102)

As before, this restriction entails Iu ( z) I = 1 for real z.
Obviously, u is periodic in z with primitive period nlr; it also satisfies (4.3) and the relations

u(2r,a,b;z) = u(r ,a,b;z)u(r ,a,b;z- nl2r),
u(A. - I r,A.a,A.b;A.z) = u(r,a,b;z),

A E (O,co ).

(4.103)
(4.104)

From (2.90) and (4.78) [or directly from (4.100) and (3.142)] we deduce that u satisfies the
AilE

u(z + ia/2)
sinr(z- ib + ia/2) sinr(z + ib - ia/2)
u(z-ia/2) =exp( 2 r(a-b))
sinr(z+ia/2)sinr(z-ia/2)

(4.105)

Clearly, this AilE is regular unless b = a/2. Now from the product representation (4.101) we see
that u(r,a,b;z) may be viewed as the unique minimal solution to (4.105) that obeys (4.11),
provided the parameters belong to the regularity region

.n={ ( r,a,b) E ..97jb E (a/2,oo )}.

(4.106)

Next, we use (4.101) to conclude

u(b+a;z) =-eZirzsinr(z+ib)
u( b ;z)
sinr(z- ib) ·

(4.107)

(Alternatively, this follows from (4.79) by taking a limit.) By iteration this gives rise to (taking
k E '/.,)

u(b+ka;z) =e2irkzn sinr(z+i (k!lkJ) (b- a/2)+ia(j- 112)).
u(b;z)
j= 1
· (z-+ - z)
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Now from the product representation (4.101) we read off
u(r,a,a;z)= 1,

(4.109)

u(r,a,O;z)= -e-Zirz,

(4.110)

and so (4.108) entails

ikl sinr(z + ia(j- 8(k))

.

u(r,a,ka;z)=(-)k+le2zr(k-l)zIT

("
")
z--z

j=1

'ke'l,

(4.111)

with 8(k) defined by (4.19).
The trigonometric specializations of the relations (4.84) and (4.85) read
u( r,

~ ,b;z) = (- )M- 1exp(ir(M- l )(2Mz+ ia-ib))
M-l

·II
k=O

(
a )M-l sinr(z+ija!M)
u r,a,b;z+ikM j=J smr z-z"b+ z1a
.. IM)

II . (

(4.112)

and
u( r,; ,b;z) = (- )M-lexp(ir(M-1 )(2Mz-ia+ ib))
M-l

·

II

k=O

(
a
u r,a,b;z-ikM

)M-1
. (z + z.b II smr
j=I

.. !M)
z1a
. (
.. IM) .
smrz-z1a

(4.113)

Of course, these formulas can also be verified directly from (4.100) and the multiplication formula
(3.145).
We proceed by obtaining series and integral representations for the (logarithm of the)
u-function. From (4.100) and (3.141) we obtain (formally at first)
00

u(z)=exp(E(z))=exp 2i
(

2:
n=I

e-bnrsh(a-b)nr

h
ns anr

)

sin2nrz .

(4.114)

(Alternatively, this can be deduced from (4.87) and (4.92).) The series converges absolutely
provided

IImzl <d(a,b )/2,

(4.115)

d(a,b )=a+ b-la-bl.

(4.116)

d(a,b)>a~b>a/2

(4.117)

with

Thus one has

in agreement with the fact that u is a minimal solution to the ALlE (4.105) for parameters in ~
(4.106). More generally, the series representation (4.114) makes sense and holds true in a strip
around the real z-axis iff the parameter b is positive.
Next, we take (r,a,b) E .~and set
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=ln( sinr(~ - ib + ia!2)sinr(z+ ib- ia/2))

<P(z)

smr(z + ia/2)sinr(z- ia/2)

.
+ 2r(a - b)

1127

(4.I 18)

with ln real-valued for z .E JR. Obviously, <P satisfies the assumptions (2.100) and (2.101) of
Theorem II.~, an~ co_mpann~ (4.105) and (4.114) it follows that</> satisfies (2.102), too. Thus,
(2.107) applies, yielding the mtegral representation

1
E(z)= 2 i7T

J

7rl2r

(r,a,b) E.JIJ,

12,dy<f>(y)K(r,a;z-y),

_7T

IImzJ<i.

(4.119)

By continuity, the r_epresenta~ion still holds for b = a/2, but it is false in general for b<a/2.
To conclude this subsect10n, we obtain three limits of the trigonometric scattering function
·
First, we use (3.155) to write

T( r;z- ib + i/2)T(r; - z- i/2)
u(r,l,b;z)= T(r;-z-ib+i!2)T(r;z-i/2) exp(2ir(b-l)z).

(4.120)

Then it follows from Prop. III.20 that we have

( 1 . )- f(-iz+ g)f(iz+ 1)
)
(
im u r, ,g ,Z z-+-z

r

(11 0r limit)

rio

(4.121)

mere-uniformly in z. (Compare this to (4.48).)
Second, we observe that
lim u(r,a,ag;z)=exp((l-g)(i1T-2irz)),

ZE._n, (III0 r limit),

(4.122)

a LO

uniformly on compact subsets of the period strip .:JB, (2.113). Indeed, this readily follows from
(3.180), cf. also (4.95) and (4.96). The remark below (4.96) applies to the case at hand as well.
Third, we introduce

Ln(z)=ihlnu(r,fi/"A,b;z),

(r,A.,b,z) E (O,oo) 3 XJ:S,,

(4.123)

with lnu-+O for z-+0 and fi>O Planck's constant. Then we claim that
.

(

hmazLn(z)="Aln e
fi_,o

_ 2 ,b sinr(z+ ib )sinr(z-ib ))

. 2
sm rz

uniformly on compacts of .JB,, with In real-valued for
(4.100) and (3.176), (3.177) to write

z

ialnu(r,a,b;z) = - Da(z+ ib) + Da( - z+ ib )- D 0 (

(classical limit)

(4.124)

e (0,1Tlr). To prove this claim, we use

-

z)+ Da(z)-ada(r, -112,0;z+ ib)

+ ada(r, - 1/2,0; - z + ib )-ad 0 (r,l/2,0;- z) + ada(r,112,0;z),

(4.125)

where we take z E .JB,. Invoking now Prop. IIl.21, the limit (4.124) readily follows.
Comparing the rhs of (4.124) to the classical phase shift obtained in Ref. 17, p. 336, we get
agreement when we take "A.-+Jr 1,r-+J,ul12,b-+JJ3gl, save for a constant shift
- 21'. r b-+ - J µ g I. The latter shift can be understood from the fact that the distance between the
classical actions of the IIIrel system is bounded below by Jµgj (cf. Ref. 17, p. 256); by contrast, ~e
minimal distance between successive indices ni ,n;+ 1 of the multivariable polynomials occumng
at the quantum level equals 0. (See also Ref. 2, Subsection 6.2.)
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V. WEIGHT FUNCTIONS
A. The hyperbolic case

Our study of the hyperbolic weight function w(a+ ,a_ ,b;z) runs largely parallel to our study
of the u-function in Subsection IV A. Thew-function is defined by
G(z+ ib-i(a+ +a_)/2)G(z+ i(a+ + a_)/2)
w(z)= G(z- ib+ i(a+ + a_)/2)G(z- i(a+ + a_)/2)'

(5.1)

w(a+ ,a_ ;z)=w(a_ ,a+ ;z)

(5.2)

so it satisfies

just as G(z) and u(z), cf. (4.1) and (4.2). The analogs of (4.3) and (4.4) are
w( -z) = w(z),

w(A.a+ ,A.a_ ,A.b;A.z)=w(a+ ,a_ ,b;z),

(5.3)

A.e(O,oo).

(5.4)

For several purposes it is convenient to introduce a reduced weight function
G(z+ ib-i(a+ +a_)/2)
w,(z)= G(z-ib+i(a++a_)/2) ·

(5.5)

Using the AA.Es (3.4), one infers that w and w, are related by
w(z)=4sh( 7TZla+)sh( 7TZfa_)w,(z).

(5.6)

Obviously, w, also satisfies (5.2)-(5.4).
Just as the u-function, the functions wand w, are meromorphic in a+ ,a_ ,band z, as long as
a_ I a+ stays away from ( - oo ,O], cf. Prop. IIl.5. In particular, both u and w, are well defined for
b,z e C. Using (4.1) and (3.4), one readily verifies that the latter functions are related by
7T
7T
4sh-(z + ib )sh-(z + ib)
a+
a_
u(iz;ib) = w,(b;z) G(ib- i(a+ -a_)/2)G(ib + i(a+ -a_)/2) ·

(5.7)

This relation can be used to translate various features of w, in terms of u and vice versa.
From now on we take (a+ ,a_ ,b) e Jtf (4.5). We proceed by studying wand w, with regard
to the AA.Es they satisfy, namely
w(z+ia8"2)

s_ 8(z+ib-iaJ2) s_ 8(z+iaJ2)

w(z-iaJ2)

s_ 8(z-ib+iaJ2) · s_s(z-iaJ2)

(5.8)

and
w,(z+iaJ2)

s_s(z+ib-iaJ2)

w,(z-iaJ2)

s_s(z-ib+iaJ2)'

(5.9)

resp. (To check this, recall the definition (4.7) and the ALlEs (3.4).)
Consider first w,. The planes (4.9) separate the region~ (4.5) into infinitely many strip-like
components, one of which reads
.78={(a+ ,a_ ,b) e.$lb e (aJ2,a_ 8 +aJ2)}.
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Th~ pole/zero properties of G(z) given by Prop. III.3 entail that w r is free of zeros and poles in the
stnp IImzl :s;;;asf2 if and only if (a+ ,a_ ,b) e Y'8 . Now from Prop. ill.4 we deduce that for all
(a+ ,a_ ,b) e Jf6"one has

w/z)=exp(

±~(2b-a+
-a_)) (1 + O(exp(± (c-2'7Tlam)z))),
a+a-

Rez-.±oo,

(5.11)
uniformly for Irnz in R-compacts. Thus, choosing parameters in Y'8 , one may characterize wr as
a minimal solution to the AAE (5.9) that is even and positive for z e R; these properties determine
the solution up to a positive constant, cf. Theorem ILL Next, we note that the rhs of (5.9) is
a_ 0 periodic in b, and identically equal to -1 for parameters satisfying (4.9). (As such, the AaE
is regular for all (a+ ,a_ ,b) e ffef, by contrast to (4.6).) But wr is neithera_ 0 periodic in b, nor
an exponential when (4.9) holds true. We shall presently obtain the corresponding ia 0 periodic
multiplier, after considering w in relation to the AAE (5.8) it obeys.
We begin by noting that the w-function has asymptotics
2'7TbZ)
a+a-

w(z)=exp ( ± - - (I+ O(exp( ±(c-2'7Tlam)z))),

Rez-.±oo.

(5.12)

Thus, it is a minimal solution to (5.8) whenever it has no poles and zeros for 1Irnzl:o:;;;asf2. In view
of (5.6), for this to happen it is necessary that wr(Z) have a double pole at z=O. For a+ ,a_ fixed,
this necessary condition is satisfied only for a discrete set of b, so w is generically not a regular
solution-in contrast to w r, which is regular for parameters in Y'8 .
It should be pointed out, though, that both of the AAEs (5.8) do admit minimal solutions for
all (a+ ,a_ ,b) e ~.(Indeed, this readily follows from Theorem II.3.) In particular, let us introduce the asymmetric weight function
G(z + ib-i(a+ +a_)J2)G(z + i(a 8 -a-s)l2)
w s(a+ ,a_ ,b;z)= G(z- ib+ i(a+ +a_)J2)G(z- i(as-a-s)/2) ·

(5.13)

This function is related to w r and w via

(5.14)

on account of (3.5), (5.8) and (5.6). Since w solves (5.8), so does~ 8· ~hoosing the. P_a.r:ameters in
,:;& 8 (4.10), w 8 is a minimal solution, as is easily verified. Mult1plymg and/or div1dm~ w s by

finitely many factors of the form s s(z- c), one can construct explicit minimal solut10ns for
arbitrary parameters.
We continue by obtaining analogs of the formulas (4.13)-(4.20). First, we use the AaEs (3.4)
to obtain
W(b+a_
;z)4 sh'TT
- - - -8=
- ( z + z'b) sh'lT
- ( z-1"b) ,
W(b;z)

as

W=w,wr,W+ ,w_.

as

Taking k + , k _ e Z, these AAEs can be iterated to yield
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W(b+k+a++k_a_ ;z)
W(b;z)
=

lkal ( 4 ( sh'TT ( z+ik 8 ( b -a-8)
II h=I
II
a_8
Jksl
2

o=+,-

1 )))

(
+ia8io-2

(i-+--i)

)kallkal

(5.16)

.

Next, we note that (5.5) and (3.4) entail

w(a+ ,a_,O;z)= 1,

(5.17)

w(a+ ,a_ ,aql2;z)=2th( 'TT'Zla8)sh( 7TZ!a-8),

(5.18)

w(a+ ,a_ ,(a+ +a_)/2;z) =4sh( 'TT'Zla+)sh( 7TZ/a_).

(5.19)

Therefore, the weight functions are elementary functions for parameters in the dense subset
(5.20)
of~ (4.5). Specifically, one readily obtains from (5.16)-(5.19) (using the notation (4.19) and
takingk+ ,k_ e Z)

w(a+ ,a_ ,k+a+ +k_a_ ;z)=

lkal
II
.II
8= +,- ; =
8

1

( (

7T

)

4 sh-(z+ias(io- 8(k 8 ))) (i-+--i)

) k8 tlkal

a_8

,

(5.21)

'TTZ)

=2th ( ~ sh

IL~
·.II

J-a=I

( (

'TT
a8

)

4 ch-(z+ia_s(j_8-8(k_ 8))) (i-+--i)

=4sh ( -7TZ) sh ('TTZ)
-

a+

i!I

( 'TTZ ) lkal ( ( 7T (
(
1)))
) katlkal
a_ 8
4 sha_ 8 z+ia 8 io-2
(i-+--i)

lk~
II .II

a_ 8=+,- ; 8=1

)L 8 tlLBi

,

(5.22)

1))) (i-+--i) )kallkal .

( 4 ( eh7T (
z+ia 8 ( io- -2
a_8

(5.23)
We proceed by noting that none of the weight functions has the reflection symmetry (4.21) of
the scattering function. Instead, one gets from (5.5) the relation

w,(a+ +a_ -b;z)= llwr(b;z).

(5.24)

Combining this with (5.16), one obtains

w,(-b;z)wr(b;z)=

II

8=+.-

'TT
'TT
( 4sh-(z+ib)sh-(z-ib)
a8
a8
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Using the multiplication formula (3.25), one can work out analogs of the relations (4.23)satisfies an
(4.26) for the weight functions. We shall not do so, however. We do point out that
additional relation involving shifts of b-as opposed to shifts of z:

wr

Wr(:; ,~,b;z)= ~01 JJ~ wr( a+,a_,b+ :;}+ ~k;z).

(5.26)

(Indeed, this formula readily follows from (5.5) and (3.25).)
By contrast to the scattering function, the weight functions are elementary functions on all of
the sine-Gordon lines. In particular, from (5.6) and (5.18) we have

w( 7T,a,7T/2;z)=2thzsh( 1rn·- 1z)

(sG)

(5.27)

for all a>O. (Compare this to (4.28).)
Next, we obtain an integral representation for w r: From (3.1), (3.3) and (5.5) we have

w ,(z) = exp(l(z) ),

(5.28)

where

Jo

00

/(z)=

a+ +a_ -2b)
dy ( sh(a+ +a_ -2b)y
.
os2yza+a_y
y . sha+ysha_y

(5.29)

This integral converges absolutely provided
(5.30)

IImzl<e(a+ ,a_ ,b)/2,
where

(5.31)
Thus we have in particular
(5.32)
which says once more that w, is regular for parameters in .'7'8.
More generally, the integral representation (5.28) sense and holds true in a strip around the
real z-axis iff the parameters belong to g:• (4.34). Indeed, one clearly has
(5.33)
Combining the representation with (5.6), (5.14) and (5.15), we obtain the positivity property

W(a+,a_,b;x)>O,

V(a+,a_,b,x)Ej'i!l'X JR*,

W=w,w,,w+,w_.

(5.34)

From (3.1) and (3.3) we also obtain an integral representation for the asymmetric weight
function w 8 (5.13), viz.,

w B(z) =exp(! iz))

(5.35)

with

f

00

I (z)=2
8 -

0

a_s-b)
dy (sh(a-s-b)ych(a8- b)y
cos2yz- - - .
a+a_y
sha+ysha_y
y
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Obviously, this integral has the same convergence properties as the integral (4.30), so the analysis
embodied in (4.31)-(4.35) applies once again.
We have not found illuminating analogs of the representations (4.38) and (4.45), so we
conclude this subsection by deriving two limits of the weight function w. (Corresponding limits
for w,, w + and w _ readily follow, so they will not be spelled out.) Once again, we switch to
parameters (4.47).
First, we use (5.1), (3.22), (3.24) and (3.69) to obtain

H(p; p/11 + i/2)H(p;- p/11 + i/2)
w( 1T,{311,f311g;f3p) = exp(2g ln(2/311)) H(p; pi 11 _ ig + i!2)H(p; _pi 11 - ig + i/2) '

p= {311/ 7T.

(5.37)
Therefore, Prop. III.6 entails
lim(2/311)- 2 Kw( 1T,{3v,f311g;f3p) =
.BlO

+ g)f(- iplv + g)
f (" / )f ( _ . I )
lp 11
Ip 11

f(ip/11

Oret

limit),

(5.38)

where the limit is mero-uniform. (The limiting weight function is associated to the analytic
difference operators of the Ire! regime, cf. Refs. 1 and 2.)
Second, we may write
G( 'TT,a ;z + i 7T/2+ ia( 112))
G( 'TT,a;z- i 7T/2+ ia(g- 112))
w(7T,a,ag;z)= G(7T,a;z-i7T/2+ia(-1/2)) · G(7T,a;z+i'TTl2+ia(112-g))"

(5 .39 )

Therefore, we deduce from (3.91)
lim w(1T,{3v,f3vg;vx)=exp(2gln(2sh11x)),

xe.)f,0

(IInr limit)

(5.40)

.BlO

(with In real-valued for x>O), uniformly on compacts of .~0 . (The limit is the weight function of
the IInr regime, cf. Refs. 1 and 2)

B. The elliptic case

The elliptic w-function is defined by replacing in (5.1) the hyperbolic G-functions by their
elliptic counterparts. Obviously, this yields a function that is periodic in z with primitive period
'TTlr, and which satisfies (5.2), (5.3), and (4.76), (4.77) with u replaced by w.
Just as in the hyperbolic case, we introduce a reduced weight function by (5.5). Then we
obtain via (3.100) and (3.96)-(3.99)
00

(5.4 l)
Evidently, w, shares the automorphy properties of w mentioned above.
From Prop. III.I! we deduce that wand w, are meromorphic in r,a +,a_ ,band z, provided
a+r and a_r stay in the right half plane. As the analog of (5.7) we then obtain
.

.

. 4r 2 n;= 1 (1-q~k) 2 (1-q~k) 2 ·s+(z+ib)s_(z+ib)

u( iz; 1b) = w ,(b;z)

--=--:-:-:---:-----:----------G(ib- i( a+ -a_ )/2)G(ib+ i(a + - a_ )/2)

(5.42)

From now on we take the parameters in ~· (4.75). Turning to the AAEs satisfied by w and

w,, we obtain once more
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s_ 0(z+iaof2)

(5.43)

s_ 0 (z-ib+iaof2). s_ 0(z-iaof2)'

whereas (5.9) is replaced by
wr(z+iaof2)
. _,2)
(
wrz-zai5'

s_o(z+ib-iaof2)

= -exp(2irz) s_oz-z
(
'b+. _,2 ).
la01

(5.44)

Considering first w r , we reach the same conclusion as in the hyperbolic case-Prop. III.10
and 'TTI r-periodicity in z play the role of Prop. III.3 and the asymptotics (5.11). Turning to
w(z), one readily sees that it generically has double zeros at z=kn/r,k E Z, and hence is not
regular. The asymmetric function w 8 defined by (5.13) is now related to wr and w via
(5.45)
Since s 0(z) 2 is not ia 8-periodic, w 8 does not satisfy the AilE (5.43 ), however. To obtain minimal
periodic solutions to (5.43), one should rather multiply w(z) by an elliptic function with periods
n/r and i a 8 • We shall neither embark on this nor on a study of the Ail Es solved by the functions
w+ and w_.
We continue by obtaining the counterparts of (5.15)-(5.19). First, from (5.1), (5.45) and
(3.100) we readily get

(5.46)
To obtain the analog of (5.16), we employ the relation
s( r ,a ;z + + ina )s(r,a;z _ - ina) = e -

2 irn(z+ -z_ Je 2 arn 2s( r,a;z + )s(r,a ;z _),

n

EN,
(5.47)

which is easily derived from (2.91). (This formula plays the same role as (4.80) in simplifying the
iterated AilEs.) A straightforward calculation now yields (with k+ ,L E Z)

(5.48)
Next, we use (5.1) and (3.100) to obtain
(5.49)

w(r,a+ ,a_,O;z)= 1,
00

w(r,a+>a_,aof2;z)=4r

2rr
k=I

2k 2
2k 2 s o(z)
r )
(1-q+) (1-q_) · - R
( )s-lJ\z,
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(5 .51)
If we now combine these formulas with the quotient formula (5.48), we obtain obvious analogs of
(5.21)-(5.23)-which we do not spell out.
We proceed by observing that (5.24) holds true for the elliptic w,, too. In tandem with (5.48),
this entails
(5.52)
Analogs of (4.23)-(4.26) for the elliptic weight functions are readily derived from the multiplication formula (3.25), so they will be skipped. The latter formula also entails that the elliptic
w ,-function obeys (5.26).
As the elliptic counterpart of (5.27) we obtain from (5.50) and (5.41)

?rr"'

w(r,7T,a,7Tl2;z)=4r-

k=t

2k

2

?k

?

(1-e- 'TT) (1-e-- m")-·

s(r,7T;Z)
s(r,a;z)
R(r,7T;Z)

(XYZ).

(5.53)
This holds true for all a>O, as opposed to the explicit formula (4.86), which holds for the dense
set (4.27).
We now tum to deriving and studying a series representation for w,. Recalling (3.3) and
(3.92), the definition (5.5) entails
00

wr(z)=exp(S(z))=exp (

2:

n=I

)
sh(a++a_-2b)nr
cos2nrz .
h
h
ns a+nrs a_nr

(5.54)

The convergence properties of the infinite series S(z) occurring here are the same as those of the
integral /(z) (5.29), so the analysis encoded in (5.30)-(5.33) applies verbatim. Using this representation, (5.46) and (5.45), we now deduce the positivity property

W(r,a+ ,a_ ,b;x)>O,

'rl(r,a+ ,a_ ,b,x) E 1£X(0,7T/r),

W=w,w,,w+ ,w_.

(5.55)

It is of interest to compare the series representation (5.54) to Theorem II.5. Choosing parameters in .'/0 , one deduces that Theorem II.5 applies to the additive version of (5.44), and that
w, corresponds to the unique minimal solution (2.106). Via (2.107) one can now obtain an integral
representation for w ,-as an analog of the representation (4.89) for the elliptic u-function.
To conclude this subsection, we derive three limits of the w-function. First, we use Prop.
IILI 2 to infer

lim exp ( 3
, 10

7T2b )
w(r,a+ ,a_ ,b;z)=whyp(a+ ,a_ ,b;z)
ra+a-

( IIrel

limit),

(5.56)

where the limit is mero-uniform. (Here, whyp denotes the w-function from Subsection VA) Note
that the renormalizing exponential is necessary, and that no such factor occurs in the u-function
counterpart (4.91).
Next, we claim that the limit
Jim w(r,a,A,b ;z) = W 1r;g( r,a,b;z)

AT

(Illrel

limit)

00
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exists mero-u~iformly. (Here,
we may rewrit e (5.1) as

wtrig
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denotes the w-function studied in the next subse ti ) Ind
d
c on.
ee •

w(r ,a,A,b ;z) = G(r,a ,A;z+ ib- ia/2-i A/2)G (r,a,A
;- z+ ib- ia/2-i A/2)
G(r,a ,A;z ia/2 iA/2) G(r,a ,A;-z- ia/2-i Al2)

'

(5.58)

so (3.139) yields the mero- unifor m limit

.
(
A b· )- G(r,a ;z+ib -ia/2) G(r,a ;-z+i b-ia/2 )
11m
w r,a, , ,z -

AToo

(S -9)

G(r,a ;z-ia! 2)G(r ,a;-z- ial2)

.:i ·

In view of (5.61) below , this entails (5.57).
Finally , fixing g E IR, one has
lim w(r,A ,a,ag; z)=ex p(2gl n(2rI 00T (1-e - 2 kAr) 2 ·s(r,A
,·z))),
atO

ZE

k= I

.7t'r
.·iZJ

(IVnr i·1m1t.
·)
(S.60)

(with.In real for z .E (0,7T/r~), uniforml~ on compacts of
.3&r (2.113). To check this, one need only
substitute b = ag m (5.58), mvoke the limit (3.138), and
recall (3.96)-(3.99).

C. The trigonometric case
The trigon ometr ic w-function is defined by
G(z+ ib- ia/2)G ( - z+ ib-ia/ 2)
w(r,a ,b;z)= _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..:..
G(z- ia/2)G ( -z- ia/2)

(5.61)

with G given by (3.140). Thus, it can be written
00

w(r,a ,b;z)= IT

(

n=O

l

1-q-n e 2·1rz
'

)

2n -2rb+2 irz (z-->- z),

-q e

(5.62)

We note that w is 7T/r-periodic and even in z, and satisfie
s (4.103) and (4.104) with u replaced by
w.
Next, we introd uce the reduced weight function
w,(z)= G(z+ ib- ial2)G ( - z + ib-ia/ 2),

(5.63)

which has the same automorphy properties as w. Recall
ing the functional equation (3.154) and
Ab.E (3.142) satisfi ed by the trigonometric G-function,
one readily verifies that w r and w are
related by
w(z)= 4rl1 (l-q 21 ) 2 ·s(r,a; z)sin( rz)w,( z).

(5.64)

!=I

Obviously, w, and w are meromorphic in r,a,b and z,
as long as ar stays in the right half plane.
As the counte rpart of (5.42) one easily gets
00
G( - ib + ia/2)
u(iz;i b)=4 rTI (1-q 21 ) 2 ·s(r,a ;z+ib )sinr( z+ib) G(ib+
ia/2) w,(b;z ).

l=I
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Taking from now on parameters in Y(4.102), we tum to the AAEs solved by wand w,, viz.,

w(z + ia/2)
w(z-ia/2)

sinr(z + ib- ia/2) sinr(z + ia/2)
sinr(z-ib+ia/2) · sinr(z-ia/2)

(5.66)

and

wy{z+ia/2)
. sinr(z+ib-ia/2)
(
. 12 ) = -exp(21rz) . (
'b . ).
wr z-za
smr z-i +za 12

(5.67)

Clearly, both AAEs are regular for arbitrary parameters. Choosing parameters in~ (4.106), one
readily verifies that the reduced weight function is a minimal solution to (5.67) that is even and
positive for z e R. As such, it is uniquely determined up to a positive constant, cf. Theorem II.1.
For b.:;;,,af2, however, it has poles in the strip IImzl.:;;,,a/2, so it is not regular. The weight function
w(z) has double zeros for z=kTrlr,k e Z, unless b= -na,n e N; in the latter case one easily sees
that w is a minimal solution to (5.66).
To proceed, we note that w and w, satisfy the b-AAE

W(b+a;z)
W(b;z) =4e- 2'bsinr(z+ib)sinr(z-ib),

W=w,wr.

(5.68)

Hence, iteration yields (with k e Z)

_W_(_b_+_~_a_;z_) = e-2rbk-ark(k-I) IT
W(b,z)

(4( sinr( z + i !:.._ikl (b- ~)2 + ia(j- ~)))
(i-+ - i)) kljkl.
2

j=l

(5.69)
Now from (5.61) we read off

w(r,a,O;z)= 1,

(5.70)

so we deduce

lkl

w(r,a,ka;z) = e-ark(k-1)

TI (4[sinr(z + ia(j- O(k))) ][i-+ - i])k!lkl,

(5.71)

j=l

where k e Zand the notation (4.19) is used. Moreover, from (3.154) we have

w,(r,a,a/2;z) =R(r,a;z)- 1,

(5.72)

so recalling (5.64) we obtain (with k e Z)

w(r,a,a/2+ka;z)=4r

n (I-q
oo

t=I

2/ 2

) ·

s(r,a;z)
(
. sinrz
R r,a,z)

lkl ( 4 ( sinr ( z+ia ( j-2
1) ) ) (i-+-i) ) k!lkl .

) )1

(5.73)

Using the multiplication formula (3.145), one easily derives analogs of (4.112) and (4.113) for the
weight functions. In addition, (3.145) entails that w, satisfies
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(5.74)

Next, we use (3.141) to obtain a series representation for w,, namely
00

wr(z)=exp

(

2:

n=I

)

enr(a-2b)

h

ns nra

cos2nrz .

(5.75)

Pro~ided b > 0, this representation makes sense and holds true for IImz I< b. In particular, this
entails once more that w r is a minimal solution to (5.67) when the parameters belono to 5?J
(4.106). (More specifically, w, amounts to the unique minimal solution given by (2.106).) Furthermore, using (5.68) and (5.64) one deduces

W(r,a,b;x)> O,

\l(r,a,b,x) E.?"X(O,TT!r),

W=w,w,.

(5.76)

We finish this subsection by obtaining two limits of the trigonometric weight function w.
Recalling (3.155), we rewrite (5.61) with a= 1 as

T(r; - z + i/2)T(r;z+ i/2)

w( r, l,b;z) = T(r; - z- ib + i/2) T(r;z- i b + i/2) exp(rb(l - b) + 2bln(2r) ).

(5.77)

From Prop. III.20 we now infer
.

_ 2g

hm(2r)
rlO

.

_

w(r,1,g,z)-

f(-iz+g)f( iz+g)
)f(' )

re-.lZ

lZ

(Ire!

limit),

(5.78)

where the limit is mero-uniform. (Compare this to (5.38).)
Next, we substitute b=ag, with g E lR fixed, in (5.61). Recalling then the limit (3.180), we
deduce
lim w(r,a,ag;z)= exp(2gln(2s inrz)),

z E.%, (IIInr

limit)

(5.79)

a!O

(with ln real-valued for z
strip .n, (2. 1 13).

E

(0,7T/r)), where the limit is uniform on compact subsets of the period
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APPENDIX A: THE GAMMA FUNCTION AND RELATED INTEGRALS

This appendix serves a twofold purpose. First of all, it is included to render this paper more
self-contained. Indeed, most of the Laplace, sine and cosine transforms we derive below can be
found-witho ut proof-in standard sources such as Refs. 18 and 19; moreover, all of the properties of the psi and gamma functions we need can be found-with detailed proofs-in various
sources, for instance Ref. 16. Our second purpose, however, is to demonstrate how these properties can be very quickly derived via the minimal solution (2.26) to a suitable A6.E (2.22); this
yields a paradigm for the study of generalized psi and gamma functions undertaken in Section III.
Specifically, our starting point is the A6.E
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i

F(z+ i/2)- F(z- i/2) = --:z-1 12 = x(z).

(Al)

A contour integration yields
X(y)= - 1

211"

f

"° dx--.-e•xy=
i
.
-e-Y12 0(y),
x-112

-oo

(A2)

so this AaE is of the type considered in the proof of Theorem II.3. Indeed, (A2) entails

~(y) = iye-Y 12 ()(y ),

<P(z)= x' (z) = - i(z- i/2)- 2 ,

(A3)

and therefore </>(z) has all of the properties (2.18)-(2.21). From Theorem 11.2 we now obtain a
solution

ye-y
.
Jo dy--eoo

/(z)=2i

shy

2 •yz,

Imz< 1,

(A4)

to the ME (2.22), which is the uniquely determined solution with properties (2.23)-(2.25).
As a consequence, the function
(A5)
is a solution to (Al) for a certain c 1 e C. Now we have

(A6)
Hence, noting x(O)= -2, we need c 1 =O to solve (Al). Of course, we are free to choose
F 1(0), and we shall set

F 1(0)=

e-y)
--Jo dy (e-2Y
y
oo

shy

=-y.

(A7)

(As will soon become clear, y is Euler's constant.) The upshot is that we obtain a solution

{"° ( e-2y e-y(I +2iz))
F 1(z)= Jody -Y-shy
,

lmz<l,

(A8)

to the AaE (Al). Note that the function F 2 (z)=F 1(-z+i) yields a second solution to (Al), so
that F 1(z)-F 1(-z+i) is an i-periodic meromorphic function (determined explicitly below).
Next, we observe that the AaE (2.22), with </>(z) given by (A3), can also be solved by
downward iteration, yielding the solution
00

J(z)=-(~ (z-ik)- 2 •

(A9)

k=I

Now this solution clearly has the properties (2.23)-(2.25), so we must haveflz)= f(z). From this
we readily deduce
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(AlO)

Jc

(Indeed, the function on the rhs has derivative z) = f ( z) and value - y for z = o, just as F 1( z),
(A 7) and (AS).) As a consequence, we obtain the functional equation

1
F1(z+i/2)-F 1(-z+i/2)=-i (.
l
+
·)=i7Tth7F
n=O 1z+n+ll2
iz-n-112,
'-·

(All)

Note that the rhs amounts to the i-periodic meromorphic function mentioned below (A8).
We are now prepared to make contact with the psi and gamma functions. First, we i~troduce
1f;(z)=F 1(-iz+i)=

ey(l-2zl)
f "' dy (e-2y
----,

o

y

shy

Rez>O.

(Al2)

Then we obtain from (Al) and (Al 1) the AAE
lf!(z+ 1)-i/!(z)= l/z

(Al3)

and functional equation
lf!(z + 1/2)- !/f( -

Z+

1/2) =

(A14)

'lTtg'lTZ.

Moreover, we have lf!(l) = - y and 1/F(z) has simple poles at z = 0, - 1, -2, ... , cf. (AlO).
Next, consider any primitive "l'(z) of !/f(z), restricted to the cut plane
(Al5)
Clearly, W(z) is analytic in C- and satisfies
(Al6)
1¥(z+ 1/2)+"¥(-z+ l/2)=-ln(cosm )+c 2 ,

±z $ [1/2,oo),

(Al7)

\

(Al8)

in view of (Al3) and (A14). Now from (Al2) we have
1¥(2)-"l'(l )=

I

2

I

dwlf!(w)=

2Y
f"' dy (e-+ -

0

Y

eY

2
4
2ys h,) (e- .v-e- Y) ,I =O,

so that c 1 = O in (A 16). Clearly, c 2 in (A 17) depends on the arbitrary constant in 'I'( z); we render
1¥ unique by requiring 2"l'(l/2)=ln7T and then we get c 2 =ln7Tby taking z=O in (Al7).
The upshot is that we obtain a primitive "l'(z) of if/(z) satisfying
"l'(z+ 1)-i'(z)=ln

z,

(Al9)

"l'(z+ l/2)+1¥(-z+ 1/2)=ln('lT/COS7TZ).

(A20)

f(z) =exp("l'(z))

(A21)

Introducing the function
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(defined at first in c-), it readily follows that f (z) extends to a meromorphic function without
zeros and with simple poles at z=0,-1,-2, .... Indeed, from (AlO) and (A12) we deduce that
we have

'l"(z)=a-yz-lnz-i (1n(1+.:.)_.:.)
n=I
n
n

(A22)

for some a e C (with lnz real for z>O, of course). Therefore, we obtain
(A23)
and from this the assertion is clear. From (Al 9) and (A20) we also obtain the A.6.E
f(l + z) =zf(z)

(A24)

f(z+ l/2)f ( - z+ 112) = 'TT'/COS'TT'Z.

(A25)

and functional equation

In order to determine a, we note that (A23) and (A24) entail
(A26)
Now from (A24) and (A25) we have
f(z+l/2)f(-z+3/2)=
which yields

'TT'(-z+ 1/2)
COS'TT'Z

,

(A27)

r (1) 2 = 1 for z--+ 112. Thus we conclude
f(I)=l,

a=O,

(A28)

since f(z) is positive for z>O. (To see this, note that (A12) entails !/J(z) is real for z>O. As
'1"(1/2) is real, it follows that 'l"(z) is real for z>O, so positivity is clear from (A21).)
Combining (A23) and (A28), we see that f(z) is the customary gamma function in Weierstrass product form, as anticipated by our notation. Similarly, !/J(z) is the usual psi function (the
logarithmic derivative of the gamma function), and (A12) amounts to Gauss' formula, cf., e.g.,
Ref. 16.
We now derive a number of definite integrals by exploiting the properties of !/J(z) and
f(z) established above. The order in which this is done is determined by the order in which these
integrals are needed in the main text, except when logical necessity requires otherwise.
First, we use the well-known integral

"'dy
-(e-qy_e-PY)= f dy IP dse-sy= fPds
-=ln(plq)
JoY
o
q
qs
00

(A29)

and (A12) to obtain
l/J(z+ 112)-lnz= {"'
Jo

-)e-

dy(~-1
y shy

2Yz,

Rez>O.
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z and
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using 2'11'(1/2) = ln'lT, we arrive at

-1-)(1-e-2.vz) ,
zlnz+z=~l"'dy(~1l'(z+~)-~ln'7T2J y y shy
2
2

R
ez>O.

0

(A31)

Now the function on the lhs is analytic in c- and the integral on the rhs converges absolutely for
Rez;;=;O. Thus, (A31) holds true for Rez=O, too. Putting z= ix and z= - ix,x e R, in (A31), and
taking the sum of the resulting equations, we obtain using (A20)
ln(7T/Ch7Tx)-ln7T+7 Tx=C-

Jo"'dy-y ( -y1 -shy-1 ) cos2yx '

(A32)

where we have set

(A33)

If we now take x-+oo in (A32), then the integral has limit 0 (by virtue of the Riemann-Lebesgue
lemma), so we must have
C=ln 2.

(A34)

Combining this with (A31) and (A21), we obtain the integral representation
f(z+ l/2)=(2'7T ) l/?-exp (

l) e-zv,)·- ,

lf 00

dy(l-- 2 o y y shy

zlnz-z- -

which holds true for Rez;;=:O.
Next, we put q = 2,p = 2 w in (A29) and integrate w.r.t. w from 0 to

j"'dy(

zlnz-z=

Jo Y

e- 2.vz+

e-2yz_l)
2Y

(A35)

z to obtain the identity
(A36)

·

Inserting this in (A35), we get the representation
f(z+ 1/2)=(27T)l/2exp (

J:;

d (

1
ze-Zy_ ly

-2vz)) ,
+~shy

(A37)

which is valid for Rez> -1/2. A routine calculation using (A37) and (A29) (with q=2,p=2w)
now yields

f"'dt -wt( i\-µ+ e-),,t_e-µt))
1-

(
f(w+A.)
-e
-----,-e(µ-A)lnw=e xp
o t
f(w+µ)

-1

,

(A38)

e

which holds true for Rew>max(O, - Rei\, - Reµ). Therefore, the function

w+i\ (f(w+i\) e-2Alnw) 2
F(w,i\)- w-A. f(w-i\)
=

admits the representation
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F( w ,A.)= exp( 2

fo'''~t e -wr(n - shA.tctht/2)),

(A40)

provided Rew> IReA.1. (To check this, use (A38) and (A29) with q= w -A. and p = w +A..)
The function F( w ,A.) will reappear in Appendix B; it is crucial for obtaining Prop. III.5 in
Subsection III A. We conclude by deriving some formulas that are used towards the end of
Subsection IV A. First, (Al2) entails the cosine transform

if;( (p + 1 + ix)/2)- if;( (q+ 1 + ix)/2) + (x__, - x)

Rep,Req> -1,

x E lR

(A41)

Now we take Rep E (-1,1) and put q = -p. Using (A14) and the elementary identity
tg( o-+ i r) +tg( o-- i T) =
we obtain

f"'
0

2sin2o+ h ,
COS 2 a C 2 T

shpy
7T
sin7Tp
dy--cosxy = - - - - - shy
2 COS7Tp +eh 1TX'

(A42)

O",TEC,

xElR..

(A43)

IRes I, IRet I< 1.

(A44)

IRepl<l,

Integrating this with respect to p from s to t yields
2

( chty- chsy)
( ch7TX + COS7TS)
f c;,dy
cosxy=ln
,
y
shy
Ch7TX + COS7Tt
O

Finally, we integrate (A41) w.r.t. x from 0 to -2is and put p=t+A.,q=t-A.. The resulting
formula entails the identity
f(s+(l+A.+t)/2)f(-s+(l-A.+t)/2) =ex ( 2 ('°dy shA.ysh2sy e-r.v),
(s----s)
p Jo y
shy
Ret-IReA.1>-1,

sEilR.

(A45)

APPENDIX B: UNIFORM ESTIMATES

The main goal of this appendix consists in deriving bounds that are sufficiently strong to
control the convergence and meromorphy properties of infinite products involving gamma functions, which occur in the main text. Our tool for doing so is Theorem B.l, which deals with
Laplace transforms L( w), w E C, of a certain type. More generally, this theorem can be used to
obtain estimates on remainders in asymptotic expansions that hold uniformly in sectorial regions
1Argwl:;;;7T-i:,lw\~K=K(c) for any i:>O. As such, it is inspired by, but simpler than, the
methods that can be found in Ref. 20, Sections 21-25, and Ref. 16, Section 13.6.
Assume h(z) is a function that is analytic in the right half plane Rez>O and at z=O.
Moreover, assume h(z) satisfies the bound

(BI)
where

x

E

[0,7T/2) and r

E

[O,oo), and where C(x) is a positive non-decreasing function on

[O, 7T/2).
Theorem B.1: The function
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(B2)
is well defined and analytic in {Rew>r}. Furthermore, L(w) can be continued to afunction that
is analytic in

U,=={Rew;;oO,I wl > r}U {Rew<O,llmwl > r}.
Finally, fixing X

E

(B3)

[0,'IT/2) and R> r one has
(B4)

where

(B5)
Proof: The first assertion is obvious. To prove the second one, consider the integral

(B6)
Due to the bound (B 1) this defines a function L x< w) that is analytic in the region

(B7)
We claim that Lx( w) equals L( w) in U,,0 n Ur.x. Taking this for granted, the second assertion
follows, since we have

(B8)

U ,= U lx1<1T!2Ur.x ·

To prove the claim we first take x

E [

0, 'IT/2). Fixing w

E

ur,on ur,x' we then have

inf {Re(ei<f>w)}= min(Rew,Re(e;Xw )) = r+ e

(B9)

<f>e:[D.xl

with e= e(w)>O. Using (BI) we now obtain

(BlO)
This bound entails that the integral of e -wz h ( z) over the contour z =Ke; t/>, </> e [O,x], vanishes for
K__,oo. Thus we may replace the contour teiX,t e [O,oo), in the z-plane by the positive real axis,
yielding L xC w) = L( w). This proves our claim for non-negative x, and the same reasoning applies
to negative X·
It remains to prove (B4). To this end we fix w e SR,x· In view of (B5) we can find </>
e [- x,x] such that Re(wei<f>);;.R. Then we get
IL( w) I= ILt/>( w)I ~

f

"' !exp( -wtei<f>)h(tei<f>)ldt=s;;; C(x)
0

J e-R e' dt= C(x)(R- r)00

1

1

0

1,

(Bll)
where we used (Bl). Thus (B4) holds true.
To illustrate how this result can be applied, we consider the Laplace transform
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(BI2)

(B13)
occurring on the rhs of (A30). Integrating by parts n times, we obtain

(B14)

Now the function h(t)=fnl(t) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem B.I with r=O, so (B4)
yields a bound on the remainder integral that is uniform in SR,x; fixing 8>0, the sectorial region
IArgwl~7T/2+ x- 8,lwl;:a.K, belongs to SR,x for K=K(8,R,x) large enough, cf. Fig. 1.
The Laplace transform in (A35) can be handled in the same way. This yields an asymptotic
expansion that is substantially equivalent to the Stirling series, valid uniformly in sectorial regions
of the above type.
For applications in the main text, however, we shall exploit Theorem B.I to obtain uniform
estimates pertaining to the Laplace transforms
(BIS)
with
(B16)

(BI 7)

f3=

shX.tshµtshKt
h
=~f3(0)=0,
ts t

Then the functions h 1= f'{ ,h 2 =f~ and h 3=
spondingly, we deduce the bounds

f;

f~(O)=A.µK.

(B18)

satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem B. I. Corre-

(BI9)

(A.- µ)(A.+µ+ I)/:.::: C2(x,A.,µ)
IYz(w,A.,,u)2w
'""'iwi(R-r 2)'
A.,uK / C3(x,X.,,u,K)
..
I2\''3(w,A.,µ,K)w2 ~ lw2i(R-r3) ,

(B20)

(B2I)

which hold true for R > rj and all w E S R,x . The functions Cj are positive and non-decreasing in
X for fixed values of the parameters, and they are continuous in the parameters for fixed x.
Recalling (A40), one easily obtains a corresponding bound on
F( w,A.) = exp(2$1( w ,A.)).
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u~
R

FIG. I. The region Sll.x and the complement of the region U,.

We will need this bound in Subsection III A. Similarly, from (A38) one has

f(w+'A)
---e(µ-ll.)lnw=exp( c~ (w' "-))
f(w+ µ)
.z22
•"-•r- ,

(B23)

and the bound on the lhs following from (B20) will be used several times in Subsection IV A. For
the applications of (B 19) and (B20) we do not need a bound on the parameter dependence of
C 1 and C 2 ; continuity in the parameters suffices. As concerns (B21), however, it is important to
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have more information on C 3 . Indeed, in Subsection IV A we shall use (B21) on four occasions;
in two cases the parameters vary over C-compacts, but in the remaining applications one or two
parameters go to infinity.
In order to control this divergence, we first note that the function

shpt
h(t,p)=<t

(B24)

satisfies the bounds
(B25)
with dj positive non-decreasing functions on [O;rr/2), and j=0,1,2. (Write h as
pf(pt),f(x) =shxlx, to verify this.) Factorizing/3 accordingly, we deduce that the function C 3 in
the bound (B 1) on f~ satisfies
(B26)

with d positive and non-decreasing on [0,7T/2). This bound on the parameter dependence is
sufficient for our purposes.
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